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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to take the ﬁrst steps toward a military
space power theory. It begins by answering the question: Why does the US
military need space power theory? The United States or any military spacefaring nation needs theory because space power is more than simply a
force enhancer but is a separate and unique form of military power with
the capacity to deter and compel. An analysis of the fundamental attributes of military power—identiﬁed here as presence, perspective, response,
and destructive capability—demonstrates the unique advantages and disadvantages of space vis-à-vis land, sea, and airpower. A unifying principle
of “globalness” links the laws, rules, and precepts of a prototype theory
based on space power’s unique capabilities. The space power theory provides a common vision that allows a space-faring nation to take full advantage of these unique capabilities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.
—Neil Armstrong, 20 July 1969

Echoing in the words of the ﬁrst human to set foot on a world other than
terra ﬁrma is the promise that humanity could someday live, work, and play
on another world. Today, only a few hardy souls venture into space each
year, and most for only a short duration. Still, national space programs continue to expand, and humanity inexorably increases its reliance on space
services. Hundreds of satellites operate routinely in earth orbit, and much
of the world’s modern lifestyle depends on them. America’s military relies
heavily on space systems to communicate, navigate, observe, track, attack,
and defend—virtually every military function.
These military space capabilities are lumped into the category of space
power. But where does space power ﬁt in the strategist’s plans? Are space
assets merely force multipliers, valuable but dependent upon terrestrial
linkage for their utility, or do they have an independent power that could
presage a fundamentally different way of waging war? How is space power
different from other forms of military power? The answers to these questions will help provide the foundation for a model of space power that
properly places it into strategic and operational context.
The following examination highlights the notion that space power is a
unique form of military power that provides advantages over other forms,
to include land, sea, and airpower. As the process of identiﬁcation and
examination of the fundamental qualitative advantages and disadvantages
of space power unfolds, it will yield the beginnings of a working theory.
This is a vital step, as a practical space power theory is a prerequisite for
a space-faring nation to take full advantage of these unique capabilities,
yet a step that has not been satisfactorily taken.
The military space community has long acknowledged the lack of a deﬁnitive space power theory or theorist. To this day no space power Clausewitz or Jomini, Mahan or Corbett, Mitchell or Warden has emerged. While
there are numerous proposed space power theories, none have achieved
consensus in the military—much less in the larger space community. Noted
strategy scholar Colin S. Gray sums it up best, “Spacepower suffers from an
unusual malady: an acute shortage of space-focused strategic theory and
the lack of a binding organizing concept to aid understanding of what it is
all about.”1 While a number of writers have addressed the issue, to this day
no one has elucidated a basic and comprehensive theory of space power.
Several, including James E. Oberg and Everett C. Dolman, have made signiﬁcant contributions to a comprehensive theory, but all fall short, particu1
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larly in the practical military application of space power.2 This dearth of
space power theory begs two related questions: Is a space power theory really needed, and if so, for what? Despite the lack of theory, military exploitation of space has proceeded briskly, even if a bit disorganized. Finding sufﬁcient reasons for the latter question will answer the former.
Ultimately, if no truly unique contributions from space are discernible,
then a theory of space power is not necessary, as it is subsumed by the
broader or general theory of military power.3 If, on the other hand, space
contributes independent and unique capabilities, these would form the
basis of a space power theory. While a universal theory is beyond the
scope of a master’s thesis, the military space community needs a simple,
comprehensive, and useful set of theoretical principles that (1) deﬁnes the
unique contribution of military space power, and (2) advances the development of a true space power theory.

Purpose
Due to the vast nature of this topic, a brief note of intent and ambition
is warranted. Carl von Clausewitz, who considered theory a guide to
thought, wrote, “Theory will have fulﬁlled its main task when it is used to
analyze the constituent elements of war, to distinguish precisely what at
ﬁrst sight seems fused, to explain in full the properties of the means employed and to show their probable effects, to deﬁne clearly the nature of
the ends in view, and to illuminate all phases of warfare in a thorough
critical inquiry.”4 The purpose here is to take the ﬁrst steps in establishing
a foundation for further critical inquiry. Clausewitz saw theory as the
means to comprehend history, and history as a surrogate for experience.
His construct works extremely well here. Humankind has yet to ﬁght in
space; as a result, we have little experiential basis for space theory. In the
absence of direct historical precedent or experience, the present analysis
turns to a higher level for guidance, the employment of military force in
general. Applied to the realm of space, these principles are by necessity
abstract. The result is not a doctrinal prescription for how to ﬁght, but a
speculative conceptualization and optimization of the use of space as a
military instrument of power.
The time for such analysis is now, as the United States is poised to assert itself in this potentially dominant form of power. Today airpower is the
preeminent form of war, as land and sea power were for great powers in
earlier ages. Without question, airpower has served American interests. It
dominated the last three major US conﬂicts—Operations Desert Shield/
Desert Storm, Bosnia/Kosovo, and most recently in Afghanistan and Operation Iraqi Freedom. While airpower will be the dominant means of military power for the near future, other forms of military power are far from
obsolete or unnecessary. In fact, this analysis shows that each form of
military power contributes unique capabilities that, depending on the nature of the conﬂict, the strategist must employ to accomplish the desired
2
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ends. Yet, just as the United States has chosen airpower as its primary
means of waging war, changing political objectives and threats suggest the
need for a new way of thinking—space power will increasingly ﬁll that role
in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
As the world’s lone superpower, the United States has global interests
and responsibilities, but it could be argued that it has neither a comprehensive global strategy nor truly global forces. Indeed, the United States
can and does deploy forces worldwide, but those deployments are in response to speciﬁc situations or crises and are far from rapid (as the buildup
before both Gulf Wars demonstrates). The precise role the United States
will assume in world leadership is yet to be determined, but global interests and responsibilities suggest the need for global forces and a global
strategy.5 This is best accomplished with a strategy of global presence,
near-instantaneous response, and near-omniscient perspective. These capacities are best achieved via space power.

Approach
The method for this analysis is straightforward. The ﬁrst objective is to
distinguish military power as a distinct form of national power. Next, an
examination of the attributes of military power provides a framework to
distinguish the qualitative and quantitative differences between land, sea,
air, space, and information power.
Space is shown to be unique in its properties and capabilities, thus a
concept of space power separate from but integrated with the other forms
under the umbrella of military power is identiﬁed. With space power isolated, a strategy or theory of space power can be put forward distinct from
a general theory of war. The unique characteristics of space power then
form the basis of theoretical propositions regarding military space power
described in terms similar to those used by naval theorist Julian S. Corbett in
his “Green Pamphlet.”6 It will be averred that these theoretical propositions
have the potential, if developed, to fundamentally change the way states
wage war. At the end is a short, admittedly incomplete, outline that could
result in identifying space power as the dominant form of military power.

Deﬁnitions, Assumptions, and Limitations
Deﬁning space power is a logical ﬁrst step toward the development of a
theory to guide its employment. Unfortunately, there is no clear and widely
accepted deﬁnition of space power. Numerous deﬁnitions have been put
forward, and US Air Force doctrine provides several.7 Strategist Gray proposed the simplest deﬁnition of space power as “the ability to use space
while denying reliable use to any foe.”8 Lt Col David E. Lupton presented
perhaps the ﬁrst formal and arguably the most satisfying deﬁnition, in his
1988 paper On Space Warfare: A Space Power Doctrine. “Space power is the
ability of a nation to exploit the space environment in pursuit of national
3
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goals and purposes and includes the entire astronautical capabilities of the
nation.”9 Lupton based his deﬁnition on three characteristics found in the
deﬁnitions of other forms of military power: elements of national power,
military and nonmilitary purposes, and civilian and military systems. The
drawback of this deﬁnition is that it combines other broad elements of national power under the space rubric. Michael R. Mantz counters with a narrow view in his deﬁnition of space combat as the “hostile application of destructive or disruptive force into, through, within, or from space.”10 For the
purposes of this paper, the deﬁnition must bridge the gap between an allinclusive characterization that overlaps with other forms of military and
national power and a narrow combat-focused deﬁnition. Thus, the term
space power as it is used in this paper refers to military space power and is
deﬁned simply as the use of space to achieve military objectives. This deﬁnition will be placed in perspective in chapter 2.
Military space power does not necessarily mean space weaponization. Today space is militarized, meaning that space is used for military purposes.
Except for early prototype antisatellite (ASAT) capabilities developed by the
United States and the Soviet Union through mid-1980, states have for the
most part refrained from building and stationing weapons for use in or from
space.11 In contrast, space-transiting weapons, in the form of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), are staples of nuclear deterrence. While not generally considered space weapons, these forces represent the ﬁrst offensive
military use of space. The future utility of space weapons was recognized in a
series of treaties from 1967 to 1973 that constitute the current outer space
legal regime.12 Nonetheless, numerous constraints—legal, policy-based, and
technical—have stemmed the development of space weapons.13 As a result
space power today functions almost entirely in a force-enhancement role,
meaning that it improves or supports the other forms of military power.14
Space has become increasingly important to the world, but nowhere
does a state take more economic and military advantage of space power
than in the United States. Loss of access to space would thus be a far
greater setback to this state than to any other. US reliance on space assets
makes them a natural target for those who would do the United States
harm, and thus it follows that the United States should protect those assets. Some disagreement exists, however, concerning the means of protecting those assets. Should the United States rely primarily on legal or
diplomatic means, coercion or threats, weapons in space or dedicated to
space, or some combination of these? The combination that works best is
not suggested here, but it is pressed that without space weapons, the
United States would have to use passive defenses and other forms of power
to protect its assets there and to contest or control space.
In this ambitious attempt to divine the rudiments of a space power theory,
certain restrictions apply. First, space power here is limited to military activities. Moreover, while it is assumed that space-based weapons are not only
possible but may be necessary for the full realization of space power on par
with other mediums, detailed technical accounts of speciﬁc weapons and
4
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weapon systems are beyond the scope of this paper. Previous writers have
delved into this domain sufﬁciently.15 Also limited to particularly relevant attributes is a discussion of orbital mechanics. A basic understanding of the
physics of space power is relevant for any discussion of space, but space
scholars Dolman and Oberg provide satisfying working-level explanations for
the issues presented here.16 Despite these caveats, ruminations are not limited
to current technical constraints. Inherent in the following discussion is the
assumption that where there is a need, a means will be found. While full implementation of the theoretical construct offered here is not yet practical,
there is reason to believe that the requisite technologies will be developed in
the near future. More importantly, a working strategy is likely to drive and
focus efforts to develop appropriate technologies, further enhancing the ability of planners and decision makers to employ them fruitfully.

Conclusions
Consider for a moment an apparent contradiction. A stealthy B-2 bomber
destroying a satellite uplink station in the heart of enemy territory is an example of using airpower to affect space power. If the B-2 uses a Global Positioning System (GPS) guided Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), could
this be a use of space power to affect space power? No—it should be recognized as the use of space power to augment airpower that affects space
power. This is probably the most that space power can contribute in its own
defense. The example underscores the notion that space power without
weapons is only a partial realization of its full military potential. It also demonstrates what Gray describes as the “interconnectedness, indeed the interdependence, of the different geographical environments.”17 Space power
without weapons can provide presence, perspective, and to a limited degree,
response, but it alone cannot provide destructive potential.
As Operation Iraqi Freedom clearly demonstrated, space power is growing
rapidly in its ability to augment American military forces, transforming them
into true twenty-ﬁrst-century ﬁghting forces. While space power is currently
a necessary component for this transformation, it will mature into a fullﬂedged and stand-alone form of military power only with the advent of space
weapons. Eventually, space control weapons will demand an independent
space strategy. Hence, the intent of this thesis is to work out some of the
theoretical obstacles before such a strategy is implemented. The goal is theory, both descriptive and predictive, capturing the essence of space power.
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Chapter 2

National and Military Power
So the nature of War, consisteth [sic] not in actual ﬁghting; but in the known disposition thereto, during all the time there is no assurance to the contrary. All other
time is peace.
—Thomas Hobbes
—Leviathan, 1660
First, therefore, it is clear that war should never be thought of as something autonomous but always as an instrument of policy.
—Carl von Clausewitz
—On War, 1818

This chapter lays the foundation for examining the role of space power
within the construct of the national instruments of power. A notional power
model demarcates space power as a distinct form of military power employed as an instrument of policy. Additionally, the coercive mechanisms
whereby military power accomplishes political objectives are deﬁned and
placed in context.
Military power accomplishes four basic functions: presence, perspective,
response, and destruction. How space power accomplishes these functions
distinguishes it from other types of military power and delineates its fundamental character, thereby providing the basis for a theory of space power.
The investigation begins by examining the nature of national power.

National Power
War and peace exist as a continuum. At one extreme is absolute or total
war, and on the other, peace. In reality the current state of affairs is situated
between the extremes, often with both conditions coexisting.1 Sixteenthcentury philosopher Thomas Hobbes described this situation as the everpresent fear of war, and it is in this realist context that this paper considers
the conduct of national and military power.2 Realist theory considers the
state to be the fundamental unit of international relations, although the
import of other national and transnational entities is certainly rising. Those
of the realist school fathom that the rule of anarchy deﬁnes the balance between war and peace. In an anarchical world, force is the ultimate arbiter,
albeit not the only one. The currency of states is national power, which
takes three basic forms: economic, diplomatic, and military.3 Though distinct conceptually, the three forms of national power are inherently intertwined and interdependent. The focus here, however, is the role of military
power in its myriad forms—land, sea, air, and space.
9
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Figure 1 models the interaction of the various instruments of power
along the continuum of peace and war. The power cone depicts a hierarchy
but also the interplay of the components from top to bottom. Imagine a
ﬂashlight illuminating the diagram from the peak. As the light shines down
through the sections, it includes the various components in varying degrees of intensity—altered, magniﬁed, and directed by the prisms at each
conical section. Thus, the political objective of the state is articulated in
the grand strategy, apportioned to the executive agents of the state who
formulate economic, diplomatic, and military strategies for the employment of the instruments of power. The military strategist then employs
various means to best accomplish the campaign objectives.
Clausewitz deﬁned strategy as the use of engagements (campaigns) for
the object of war.4 At the operational level of planning, each of the means—
land, sea, air, space, and information—will have a strategy to contribute to
the campaign objectives. These strategies combine and interact (as depicted by the Venn diagram of circles projected at each level) to accomplish
the campaign objectives. At the tactical level, operators—the soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, and space and information operators—employ assets to achieve mission objectives. Their actions are the tactics of combat
where actual battles are fought.
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Figure 1. The power cone
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At the pinnacle of the power cone, the executives of the state determine
the grand strategy with the object of maintaining or achieving a state of
peace. For the United States, the president, assisted by the National Security Council, develops a national security strategy utilizing all elements of
national power to secure national security objectives that promote the principles, ideals, and indemnity of the state. In times of peace, the objective is
to maintain amity or expand inﬂuence. During war, the grand strategy’s
objective is a better state of peace. As noted earlier, the conditions of peace
and war coexist, for a nation can be at war with one state and have mostly
peaceful relations with others. Even in the abstract notion of total war, the
state will have allies and alliances that belie an absolute state of war. The
important point, however, is that the political objectives determine the grand
strategy implemented through economic, diplomatic, and military instruments of national power.
At the strategic level, the executive agents of government employ the instruments of power to achieve the political objectives of the state. For the
United States the central agents include, but are by no means limited to, the
trade representative and the Departments of State, Commerce, and Treasury for economic strategy; the Department of State for diplomatic strategy;
and the Department of Defense for military strategy. Each department or
agency sets forth its own objectives to support the grand strategy and national political objectives of the state utilizing the instruments of power—
economic, diplomatic, and military—at their disposal. For example, the
State Department sets trade policy, employs sanctions, and grants trade
status in concert with the national security strategy. Likewise, the Department of Treasury determines monetary policy to satisfy economic goals.
Similarly, “the Armed Forces of the United States shape and employ the
military instrument [of power] to advance and defend national security interests and objectives” through the national military strategy.5
At the operational level, the land, sea, air, space, and information strategies
are executed through campaigns. Campaigns may be unique to the means, as
a land campaign to conquer territory or a campaign to achieve air or space superiority. They also can be combined in joint efforts to achieve the campaign
objectives. For example, on 8 August 1990, six days after Iraq invaded neighboring Kuwait, Pres. George Bush outlined four political objectives for the region: (1) secure the immediate, unconditional, and complete withdrawal of Iraqi
forces from Kuwait; (2) restore the legitimate government of Kuwait; (3) secure
the security and stability of the region; and (4) protect American lives.6 To accomplish these political objectives, Gen H. Norman Schwarzkopf and his central command staff devised a four-phased campaign plan for Desert Storm.
Phase I was a strategic air campaign, which evolved from the Air Staff’s Instant
Thunder plan, against centers of gravity to incapacitate Iraqi leadership and
destroy key military capabilities. Phase II was an air supremacy campaign in
the Kuwaiti theater of operations. Phase III consisted of battleﬁeld preparation
to attrit Iraqi ground forces. Phase IV, the offensive ground campaign, sought
to liberate Kuwait, cut lines of communications, and destroy the Republican
11
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Guard.7 Here we see an air campaign strategy in phase III that worked in concert with the ground campaign strategy in phase IV, accomplishing the ultimate political objectives.
Finally, at the tactical level, operators employ the tools of war to achieve
mission objectives. The tools of war are the assets—the physical and mental entities that apply force in combat. These entities include the units,
platforms, weapon systems, tactics, and individual combatants employed
to achieve victory in the battle space. These assets employ tactics or doctrine to accomplish missions in support of campaign objectives. Interestingly, the assets used are independent of the campaign strategy, be it air,
land, sea, or space. Navies routinely employ carrier aircraft guided by
space assets to accomplish campaign strategies. Air forces team with the
ground scheme of maneuver by using satellite-guided weapons.
The point is that assets (weapon systems and employment techniques)
do not determine the campaign strategy. A theater-level military strategy
is made up of overlapping, integrated but distinct operational strategies
for each form of military power—except space power. As a whole, these
strategies form the campaign plan. Today, space assets augment the other
operational strategies—air, land, and sea. If space power eventually includes independent offensive operations, it too will require its own strategy
and, therefore, its own theory.
Space factors prominently into all of the instruments of national power—
diplomatic, economic, and military. Space expert Stephen Whiting describes how the United States can use space power to exert diplomatic leverage.8 His model uses David Baldwin’s taxonomy of coercion (prestige,
technology partnerships, access to services, legal precedent, objective information, presence, and threat of punishment) across a spectrum of crises from military operations other than war through crisis response to
war. Whiting avers that space signiﬁcantly contributes to all the levels of
coercion except the ability to threaten punishment and is applicable across
the entire spectrum of conﬂict. Perhaps the most obvious example of space
inﬂuencing diplomacy was Secretary of State Colin Powell’s use of satellite
imagery to demonstrate to the UN Security Council Iraq’s failure to comply
with UN resolutions prohibiting weapons of mass destruction.
In addition to diplomatic leverage, the economic impact of space is signiﬁcant, though disagreement exists on whether it is an economic center of
gravity. In 1999 commercial space transportation and space-enabled industries generated over $61.3 billion in economic activity in the US alone, including $16.4 billion in direct employee earnings and 497,000 jobs.9 Optimistic projections of future growth peg cumulative US investments in space
as $500 billion by 2010 and as much as 10–15 percent of the gross domestic product by 2020.10 However, today, the direct economic impact of space
is but a fraction of the world’s economic activity. Despite the recent decline
in the commercial satellite and launch industry, space remains a center of
gravity because of indirect effects.11 For example, the precise timing provided by GPS cesium clocks is used by a number of communications and
12
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ﬁnancial services. The timing signal synchronizes the electronic switching
and transmission of voice, data, and video links. Television, radio, and Internet trafﬁc also require accurate time transfer, as well as automated teller
machines, banking systems, and wireless communications. A case in point:
An errant command to a GPS satellite on 17 March 1997, resulting in one
satellite broadcasting an incorrect timing signal for six seconds, caused 110
of 800 cellular phone sites in the eastern United States to fail, crashing the
entire system for a number of hours.12
Even if it is not an economic center of gravity, the increasing military investment in space testiﬁes to its growing military signiﬁcance. The Pentagon’s
2004 budget requested $8.5 billion for unclassiﬁed space programs, an increase of about $600 million over 2003. While increasing, the military space
budget represents only about 2.2 percent of the Department of Defense budget request of $379.9 billion.13 Expenditures for classiﬁed intelligence satellites, estimated at $6–7 billion per year, increase the total slightly.14
As important as space power is to economic and diplomatic stratagems,
the purpose herein is to deﬁne its role within the context of military strategy. Space—like land, sea, air, and information—has many interdependent means of accomplishing military objectives. Each means, deﬁned by
it’s own grammar, contributes to an overall strategy uniﬁed in the logic of
political discourse—“a continuation of politics by other means.”

Military Power
While the military is but one means for achieving political ends, it is the
ultimate arbiter of national power in an anarchical world. As the ultimate
arbiter, states use military power in a destructive capacity to wage war. Yet
states not only wield military power forcefully, but also peacefully, to maintain order, keep the peace, provide humanitarian relief, and aggressively
without force, to threaten, coerce, or intimidate. As Barry Blechman and
Stephen Kaplan aver, “armed forces—by their very existence as well as
their general character, deployment, and day-to-day activities—can be
used as an instrument of policy in time of peace.”15
Used in this manner military power becomes integrated with and fungible
to the other instruments of statecraft.16 To understand this supreme mediator, and the role of space power as an element of the military inﬂuence, requires an understanding of the functions and attributes of military power in
general. These functions and attributes provide a framework to judge the
relative merits of the forms of military power, particularly space power.
Purpose of Military Power
Clausewitz said, “War is an act of force to compel an adversary to do our
will.”17 However true in theory, this deﬁnition provides insufﬁcient ﬁdelity
to distinguish between the types of military power. Like other forms of
power, military power seeks to control or coerce the adversary in a given
13
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situation. Coercion, in its broadest sense, means to compel an act or
choice.18 Coercion includes deterrence, or preserving the status quo by
preventing the adversary from choosing to act in a manner against your
will; and compellence, changing the status quo by making an adversary
choose or act in the manner you desire.19 In other words, compellence is
getting an adversary to stop doing something or to start doing something
he would not otherwise do. Deterrence is making an adversary choose not
to do something he would otherwise do. So, military power takes one of
two forms: compellence or deterrence. All other purposes fall within these
rubrics. This is not to say that other categorizations are not useful, but
simply that the other forms are encompassed by these two (see ﬁg. 2).20
COERCE

DETER

COMPEL

Figure 2. Purposes of military power

Consider, for example, an alternate construct. Robert Art proposes four
uses of force “that themselves analytically exhaust the functions forces can
serve: defense, deterrence, compellence, and swaggering.”21 According to
Art, the defensive use of force is the deployment of military power to “ward
off an attack or minimize the damage to oneself if attacked.” Certainly, defense is well recognized as an important role for the Department of Defense.
Defense can be preemptive or preventative. But in either case, defense
amounts to either deterring an attack or compelling the adversary to stop.
Art deﬁnes deterrence based on the threat of retaliation or punishment,
a common deﬁnition attributable to Schelling.22 An alternate deﬁnition is
to inhibit or prevent, which Robert A. Pape construes as denial. Deterrence
operates not only through threat of reprisal but also through denial of opportunity or ability to act. In other words, deterrence is making the adversary choose to act in a manner you desire. An enemy can fear retaliation
but still choose to act. If the enemy knows that his efforts are futile, even
if he is unafraid, rationally he will choose not to attack.
Art uses the term swaggering as a catchall category to include the uses
of force other than for defense, deterrence, or compellence. In an admittedly ill-deﬁned and diffuse explanation, Art contends that swaggering almost always involves the peaceful use of force usually in two ways: demonstrations of force and buying/building the most prestigious weapons.23
Swaggering achieves inﬂuence through prestige and respect. But what are
the mechanisms through which prestige and respect contribute to na14
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tional power? It is the ability to compel or deter. Military exercises often
seek to demonstrate capability and resolve in an effort to compel an adversary to back down. A demonstration of military might is an attempt to dissuade potential adversaries from pursuing courses of action detrimental
to one’s own goals and desires. Building the most effective weaponry can
also deter an enemy from pursuing aggressive aims.
Defeating the enemy through force is the object of battle. As stated earlier,
victory only occurs at the tactical level. At the strategic and grand-strategic
levels, success is measured by achieving objectives and effects. As Vietnam
demonstrated, you can win each major battle and still lose the war.
Functions of Military Power
If all forms of military power have the capacity to deter and compel, then
what makes them different? The most obvious answer is the medium in
which they operate. Land power controls the land, sea power controls the
sea, and so on. Yet this explanation belies prescriptive power. What does it
matter to control the land, sea, air, or cyberspace? What does control of
the medium mean for deterrence and compellence? Perhaps a more relevant question is, what are the characteristics common to all forms of military power? The classiﬁcation of these characteristics, or attributes, explains how to employ the forms of military power to deter and compel.24
This section describes four functions common to all forms of military
power; namely, presence, perspective, responsiveness, and destructive potential. At ﬁrst blush these may seem intuitively obvious and simplistic.
Indeed, David Hacket Fischer warns historians to avoid the reductive fallacy, a tendency to reduce complexity to simplicity or diversity to conformity, in causal relationships.25 The fallacy is committed, however, only
when the causal model is reduced in a manner or to a degree that the conclusion is distorted from reality. For example, one form of reductive fallacy
is confusing necessary with sufﬁcient causes. On the other hand, reductionism is often necessary for explanatory faculty. This analysis seeks to
avoid charges of reductionism by relying on ﬁrst principles in the characterization of military power. First principles posit the most intrinsic and
seemingly incontrovertible truths. For military forces this consists of the
most generalized and basic functions or states of being. At this level, military forces exist, observe, move, and destroy things.
Presence
At the most basic level, a military force simply exists. Military power exists in three states—as matter, energy, and information. In the form of
matter they occupy space, have mass, and can be seen and touched. In
the form of energy, they posses potential, form, and order. In the form of
information, they are ideas, concepts, or discrete points of data that can
be accessed and manipulated. Taken together, the matter, energy, and
information are manifest in the military forces that deﬁne their existence—
15
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the armies, navies, militias, intelligence services, weapons, strategies, doctrines, tactics, designs, and technologies. Figure 3 summarizes the various forms in which military power exists.
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Figure 3. Forms of military power

Presence is more than a show of force. Simply by existing in physical,
energy, or information forms, military force has power. The presence of
military force alone, assuming its presence is credibly communicated to
potential adversaries, gives it deterrent capability by threat of action. The
latent capability (presence) takes the form of perspective, responsiveness,
and destructive power. Presence has varying levels of effect. Simply the
idea of a weapon system can have profound effects on the strategic calculus of adversaries and allies alike. Consider, for example, the impact of
Pres. Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative on the former Soviet
Union or the implications of Sputnik to the perceived vulnerability of the
United States. Of course, actually possessing military force imbues much
greater power upon the national actor. How the actor deploys the forces
also matters. In his characterization of space and terrestrial power characteristics, Gregory Billman distinguishes characteristics of military power
based on home-based, deployed, and engaged states of readiness for
forces.26 Home-based forces possess greater strategic agility or ﬂexibility,
while enhanced states of readiness demonstrate greater resolve and credibility through their potential to act.
Another aspect of presence is persistence, which is the degree of presence
exhibited. Persistence can mean the ability to occupy territory or continually impose effects. Land forces exercise the greatest degree of persistent
presence when in possession of territory, yet even this persistence is not
complete. An occupation force only controls strategic areas of territory un16
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der occupation, not every square inch, leaving a majority of land under control of the civilian population. Air forces persist by being able to loiter and
revisit a target area; a capability vastly improved with the maturation of
long-loiter unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). Cyber forces persist perhaps
imperceptibly in the memory and processing media of computers.
Presence also implies the ability to maintain existence through self-protection. Military forces must often exist in hostile environments where adversaries seek to terminate their existence. Protection is a defensive function that
includes both passive and active characteristics. Passive defenses—like armor, hardening, fortresses, camouﬂage, and stealth—do not require overt offensive action. Active defenses are those meant to physically confront, impede, or destroy an attacker—like machine gun revetments, chaff, electronic
countermeasures, or the Patriot Missile system. Active defense actually is
part of the destructive capability of military forces addressed below.
Perspective
The second attribute of military power is perspective—the ability to observe and gather information. From the beginning of time, greater perspective has yielded military advantage. Armies have always sought the high
ground from which to observe the enemy and launch attacks. Airpower
found its ﬁrst military use in the form of observation balloons as early as
the American Civil War. Following airpower’s legacy, US military space
power evolved, in part, from a need to observe previously unobservable
areas deep within the borders of the Soviet Union.27 Presently, much of
what is called military space power is intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capability devoted to increasing the battle space awareness, or
perspective, of military forces and national decision makers.
While not solely the province of military forces, perspective is an essential
capability distinct from the others. A force can exist without perspective,
but to move or act, it must know where to go and what to act upon. Military
power can also exist without physical presence. A small nation might only
exercise the perspective role of military power by purchasing overhead imagery from a third party without having indigenous capability (presence) itself. Such a diminutive space power could then rely on external military
offensive power of an ally to react to the imagery and defend its interests.
Responsiveness
The third function of military power is responsiveness—the ability to get
to and react to a situation. It is the ability to move presence from one place
to another. Military forces can exert power simply by moving into a more
threatening position. While presence is a state that serves useful functions
by itself, often more overt action is necessary to exercise or threaten the
use of force. Maneuver theory falls in this rubric.
Responsiveness is a function of time and range. How quickly one can
exercise force and over what distance has a clear impact on the capability
17
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of military force. The responsiveness of military forces ranges from days or
weeks to move ships or aircraft into position in-theater, to a matter of minutes to conﬁgure and launch an ICBM. While blue-water navies and longrange bombers with refueling capability clearly possess global range, their
responsiveness, or the inability to be in a speciﬁc place at a speciﬁc time,
varies greatly. The airpower tenets of ﬂexibility and versatility reﬂect the
characteristic of responsiveness.28
Destructive Force
Finally, military force breaks things and kills people. What makes military
power distinct from other forms of national power is physical destruction.
The so-called tip of the spear, however, may not be the only way, or the most
efﬁcient way to exercise military power, but it is the ultimate act of military
power. A nation can have a capable military force; know the location, capability, and intention of the enemy; move into position to exert coercive pressure; but all is for naught without the ability to destroy the enemy’s capability or prevent it from existing, observing, moving, or destroying. As Clausewitz
said, “Force . . . is thus the means of war; to impose our will on the enemy
is its object.”29 While power implies the latent ability to wield force, destructive power is the actual effective exercise of power.
Destructive effect is a function of energy expended and precision of application. Weapons destroy by one of three kill mechanisms: matter, energy, or information. Albert Einstein’s famous Law of Relativity relates
energy and matter with the classic equation E = mc2, so the distinction
between energy and matter is a practical rather than a fundamental one.
Information is a completely different entity whose potential is just beginning to be explored. Energy weapons take numerous forms, from conventional explosives (chemical energy) to radio frequency, laser, and particle
beams. Matter weapons destroy by kinetic energy, the impact of mass on
mass. During impact, the matter becomes energy in the form of heat and
movement. The range of destructive force is wide. Nuclear weapons remain
the greatest human-made force in existence. Computer viruses destroy
with minimal expenditure of energy. Interestingly, the American way of
war tends to deemphasize brute force in favor of precision effects. While
not the ﬁrst method of guiding munitions, the GPS revolutionized allweather delivery of precision-guided munitions. As accuracies improve,
bombs become smaller and more easily carried. A much-touted chart depicts a single B-2 bomber carrying 16 independently targeted JDAMs as
having an equivalent destructive capacity of 1,500 B-17 sorties carrying
1,125 tons of dumb bombs in World War II.30 In the future, a hydrogen
ﬂuoride space-based laser could deliver 10 kilojoules (KJ)/square centimenter (cm2) of energy to a 10 cm radius spot on the skin of a ballistic
missile, a signiﬁcant weapon capacity.31
Military force does not have to destroy completely. Degrees of negation
vary with the weapon and desired effect. Instead of destruction, denial,
disruption, degradation, or neutralization may be all that is necessary to
18
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impose one’s will.32 Using microwaves to destroy the electronics of a surface-to-air missile site would not destroy the emitter like a well-placed
cruise missile, but the effect is equivalent. Positioning a micro-satellite to
“blockade” the ﬁeld of view of an orbiting optical sensor results in no physical destruction, yet it is a use of force to disarm the enemy.33
In fact, much of what is considered military force does not exercise destructive power at all. Of the 4,338 aircraft in the active duty US Air Force inventory
in 2001, only 1,737 were bombers or ﬁghter/attack aircraft capable of physical
destruction.34 Military forces spend a vast majority of their time training and
preparing for conﬂict, not actually participating in conﬂict. Even when deployed
to hostile areas, most of the time is not spent exchanging gunﬁre. Clearly there
is more to military power than the application of force. The other attributes
capture this nature. All the other capabilities, attributes, functions, and types
of forces support the ultimate aim—the application of force to compel the
enemy to do our will (see ﬁg. 4).35
Functions of Military Power
Presence

Responsiveness

Perspective

Destructive
power

Figure 4. Four functions of military power

Summary
To recap, the purpose of military power is to deter and compel. Armed
forces do so by providing presence, perspective, responsiveness, and destructive force. Examples abound.
ICBMs deter through their presence and their potential to respond and
destroy. The latter two functions are not performed on a day-to-day basis
to exert military force (though they are test launched periodically to demonstrate the credible threat). The mere presence of US forces in South
Korea provides a deterrent effect. They also observe the actions on the
other side of the demilitarized zone, can move into positions of heightened
alert, and if necessary, destroy invaders from the north. GPS satellites
provide presence—their existence as a force enhancer intensiﬁes the deterrent and compellent capability of surface forces. GPS also provides enhanced perspective through the transmission of precise timing and navigation signals (not to mention nuclear detonation monitoring). A C-17
airlift aircraft provides responsiveness by facilitating the movement of
other types of forces. Conceivably it could also provide destructive capability if used to drop a bomb out of the cargo hold. An aircraft carrier provides
deterrence by its presence, employs sensors and aircraft for observation,
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moves for responsiveness, and possesses destructive capacity through its
attack aircraft. A Defense Support Program (DSP) early warning satellite
provides unparalleled launch detection and tracking of ballistic missiles.
Although it moves rapidly through space, it remains in a stationary position relative to the equator because of its geosynchronous orbit. For all
intents and purposes, it is not capable of movement, but it can respond by
altering its ﬁeld of view. A DSP satellite is not capable of offensive military
action. A summary of various weapon systems and their attributes is provided in ﬁgure 5.

Conclusion
This chapter deduced the foundation of a space power theory. The ﬁrst
step was to establish the role of military power within the national security
system. Military power works with the diplomatic, economic, and informational instruments of national power to achieve the political objectives of
the state. National security strategy relates the political objectives to the
instruments of power. Military strategy then relates military means to military objectives that support the political objectives of the state. Military
power consists of the power to deter and compel. It does so through the
four functions of military power—presence, response, perspective, and
force—described in the next chapter.
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Figure 5. Attributes of military systems
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The next chapter compares space power to other forms of military power.
Since space power is a unique component of military power, then space power
theory and strategy should likewise be unique. The insights gained from this
comparison yield the basis of a space theory to support future strategies.
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Chapter 3

Space and Military Power
Control of space means control of the world, for certainly, far more totally than
any control that has been achieved by weapons or troops of occupation. Space is
the ultimate position, the position of total control over Earth.
—Pres. Lyndon B. Johnson
Our space assets now are probably more important to warﬁghters and more important to win this global war on terrorism than they ever have been historically. . . .
For us to be secure as a nation, we are going to need better eyes, ears, warning,
rapid ability to respond to crisis . . . clearly, space is the high ground, and we need
to capture that high ground and exploit it.
—Undersecretary of the Air Force and
— Director, National Reconnaissance
—Ofﬁce, Peter Teets

Thucydides tells us that ancient Athens, ﬂush with victory over the powerful Spartans and overconﬁdent in its formidable ﬂeet of triremes ﬁnanced
through imperial tribute, overextended itself in an ill-advised overseas
campaign and suffered debilitating failure at Syracuse.1 Rome, imperial
ruler of the known world for almost six centuries, succumbed to invasions
of barbarian hordes after it abandoned its legions of citizen-based, shortsword infantry and replaced them with mercenary formations of armored
lancers.2 For almost two decades spanning the transition from eighteenth
to nineteenth centuries, Napoleon’s armies trampled the combined forces
of continental Europe, only to succumb to overextension in Spain and
Russia, complicated by the ascendant Royal Navy’s continental blockade,
which hastened Napoleon’s demise.3
Today, US military might reigns supreme. But unlike the examples cited
above, US military power does not depend on a single technological or organizational advantage for its battleﬁeld dominance. Instead, US military supremacy
is predicated on full-spectrum dominance in all forms of military power. The
emerging US way of war is based on overwhelming technical and informational
superiority to achieve political objectives, while minimizing loss of human life
and respecting the territorial integrity (if not the sovereignty) of other nations.4
Previous powers had a limited time with which to press their unique military
advantages before other states copied and surpassed them, and this may in
part explain their tendency toward overexpansion. The United States’ reliance
on multiple advantages may make it less susceptible to overreach.
The key to this new way of war is airpower, a necessary and potentially
sufﬁcient form of military force. Early airpower advocates—like Giulio
Douhet, Billy Mitchell, and Hugh Trenchard—envisioned independent air
forces bombing enemies into submission without the need for surface forces.
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In The Transformation of American Airpower, Benjamin Lambeth argues
that airpower’s technology, organization, and employment have evolved to
make it the predominant element of war. “Recent developments in combat
capability of US air power have made possible a new way of war for the
United States entailing entirely new concepts of operations. Owing to precision, stealth and expanded information, airmen are now paradoxically
able to apply airpower as ﬁrst envisioned by the early advocates, but not
in a way that they could have foreseen.”5 Lambeth uses airpower’s success
in the Gulf War and the Balkans to make his point.6
No such controversy exists for land or sea power. While one could conceive of conﬂicts where land or sea power might be sufﬁcient, these are
isolated exceptions. Certainly, a combined arms service like the Marine
Corps could sufﬁce for operations like those conducted in Grenada. A
purely naval strategy combined with signiﬁcant diplomatic overtures may
have avoided a nuclear confrontation during the Cuban Missile Crisis,
though the president’s advisors debated the use of full-scale air strikes
and land invasion.7 Land armies might sufﬁce to quell a rebellion in Mexico.
Even in these cases, however, military strategists would likely opt for a
combined arms approach. Such is the strategy of plenty.
For the American way of war, space dominance may be a necessary (but
not sufﬁcient) condition for success. The United States relies on space
power to maximize battle space awareness, communication, precision
navigation and strike, and battle damage assessment, among others. Without these space-enhanced capabilities, the United States would have to
rely on more brute-force strategies, based on greater force size and more
dispersed, less precise force application. The military would still be extremely powerful, its airpower ensures that, but without space support it
would be much less dominant. While the trend of increasing reliance on
space support and enhancement continues, should US airpower’s dominance prove ephemeral, space power is not yet poised to replace it. A great
deal of maturation is needed.
A comparison of the qualitative and quantitative differences in land, sea,
air, and space power helps discern the advantages of each form of military
power, and offers heuristic evidence pointing to the day when space power
may emerge as the dominant form. The functions of military power deﬁned
in the previous chapter established the baseline for comparison. The analysis articulated what is unique about military power in the aggregate, as
well as the similarities and overlap with other forms. At the operational
level of war, roughly analogous to service control, it was shown that it is
not the weapon systems or the medium in which they operate that distinguishes the types of military power, but what they control and how they do
it. The object of military power is control of the medium. The medium, in
turn, determines how land, sea, air, and space power perform the functions of presence, observation, response, and destruction. At this level, the
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fundamental character of space forces, vis-à-vis other military instruments
of power, becomes evident.

Control of the Medium
Capt Alfred Thayer Mahan was perhaps the ﬁrst to deﬁne control of the
medium as the object of military power. In his classic treatise, The Inﬂuence
of Sea Power upon History, Mahan deﬁned sea power as the conﬂuence of
“production, with the necessity of exchanging products, shipping, whereby
the exchange is carried on, and colonies, which facilitate and enlarge the operations of shipping and tend to protect it by multiplying points of safety.”8 He
further deﬁned the “principle conditions affecting the sea power of nations” as
geographic position, physical conformation, extent of territory, number of
population, character of people, and character of government including national institutions.9 Thus, Mahan’s delineation of sea power encompasses the
military, economic, and diplomatic instruments. The role of navies was to
control the sea lines of communications by destroying the enemy’s ﬂeet, the
“true end of naval war.”10 For, “If it is to assure one or more positions ashore,
the navy becomes simply a branch of the army for a particular occasion, and
subordinates its action accordingly; but if the true end is to preponderate
over the enemy’s navy and so control the sea, then the enemy’s ships and
ﬂeet are the true objects to be assailed on all occasions.”11
Like Mahan, Corbett also considered the aim of naval strategy as command of the sea. However, Corbett recognized that this meant “something
quite different from the Military idea of occupying territory, for the sea
cannot be the subject of political dominion or ownership.”12 Therefore,
command of the sea meant the control of the lines of communication of the
belligerent parties. Command of the sea can be both general, when the
enemy cannot “act dangerously against our line of passage and communications or to defend his own,” or local, where one can prevent interference
in “one or more theatres of operation.”13 Additionally, both local and general command can be temporary or permanent.
Sea, air, and land power all subscribe to the need to control the medium.
Early airpower enthusiasts Giulio Douhet and Billy Mitchell believed air
superiority was a necessary condition, if not the object of aerial warfare,
though they differed on the means to achieve it. Douhet believed command
of the air, achieved by destroying “the enemy in its nests” and by the ability
for the “battle plane” to always get through, was a necessary condition for
attacking the vital centers of an enemy to weaken civilian morale.14 Mitchell
also thought air superiority, achieved by aerial combat, was the key to the
employment of bombers for the destruction of military and infrastructure
centers of gravity.15 The modern airpower theorist, John Warden, considered air superiority crucial to the success of an air campaign based on centers of gravity he later codiﬁed as the Five Rings of Leadership, organic essentials, infrastructure, population, and ﬁelded forces.16 This vision served
as the model for the initial air campaign plan for Desert Storm. Indeed, Air
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Force doctrine considers air and space superiority a core competency and a
necessary ﬁrst step in military operations.17
Likewise, the US Army considers control of land the raison d’etre of its
core competency of sustained land dominance. The difference for the Army
is that sustained land dominance is an objective rather than a prerequisite. It is achieved through several speciﬁc supporting competencies including close with and destroy enemy forces; precision ﬁres and maneuver; information superiority; command and control of forces; sustainment
operations; and control and defend land, people, and resources.18
This brief foray into the requirement for control of the medium can be
summarized as follows: the object of land power is to control land, of sea
power to control the sea, of airpower to control the skies, and of space
power to control space. If information power is to be a true military force,
then the object of it is to control information—a domain that is not geographic but can be conceived as cyberspace. This is a vital issue for operational strategy, for it separates the span of control without defying the
common overarching purpose of supporting the political objective via military means. Control allows exploitation of the medium—the sine qua non
of each form of military power.

Exploitation of the Medium
The medium also determines the characteristics of military power, or how
military force functions to accomplish its purpose of deterring or coercing.
Perhaps surprisingly, it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd a comprehensive comparison of
the relative advantages and disadvantages of the various forms of military
power. Most military theorists have focused on the employment of a speciﬁc
form of military power without regard to the others. But as Gray noted,
“Polities do not wage land, sea, or air war: instead they wage war.”19 The US
way of war is inherently joint, and while one form of military power may
prove advantageous for given conditions, as was the case with naval power
in the Falklands, all will have inherent characteristics that contribute.
This section examines these inherent characteristics in the context of
the elements of military power. Starting with terrestrial forces and progressing through the air, space, and information environments, the relative qualitative and quantitative differences in exploiting each form of
military power are examined.
Land Power
Only on land does man exist without the support of technology. Living
on land is the natural human state of being, according to Gray, “Because
humans are land animals whose security communities are territorially
deﬁned, strategy ultimately has a landward focus.”20 Just as possession is
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nine-tenths of the law, possession of territory has traditionally been the
ultimate adjudication in international politics.
Physical presence is the fundamental advantage of ground forces, for
possession of territory is a strong form of presence. By seizing and maintaining control of territory, a political entity potentially can more fully impose its will on the events taking place there. Indeed, that inﬂuence can
extend from temporary occupation to permanent legal ownership, depending on the objectives of the state. The diplomatic and deterrent effect of
true presence is undeniable and unique. The stabilizing ability of land
forces for peacekeeping and peace enforcement is difﬁcult to accomplish
through other means. Land forces traditionally also demonstrate greater
resolve and commitment because land operations place so many in harm’s
way, thereby increasing the ability to compel and deter.
As necessary as it may be, physical presence has signiﬁcant disadvantages.
Chief among these is the large footprint and logistics tail to any signiﬁcant
ground deployment. Current planning guides specify 160 C-141 sorties or 90
C-17 sorties over four days to deploy a light infantry brigade.21 Larger forces
require greater logistical support. Deployment of a heavy mechanized corps of
ﬁve divisions requires 75 days to deploy to theater by air and sea. Physical
presence also risks greater loss of life, a prospect at odds with the US way of
war. Even with force protection measures, forward-deployed forces are at
greater risk, as the Beirut Marine Corps barracks bombing, the bombing of
Khobar Towers, and the attack on the USS Cole attest.
Land forces have the power of perspective within a locally deﬁned surface area. Sometimes this is a superior perspective. Close in, direct involvement, often through human interaction, provides a perspective that
cannot be achieved from sensors, even those powerful enough to observe
minute details from a distance. Still, the perspective from the surface is
limited and biased. It tends to be overdetermined for locality, and so even
the use of small UAVs like the Pioneer, which provides limited-range aerial
perspective, is extremely valuable for reconnaissance and intelligence.22
Maneuver has long been the hallmark of land warfare. Writings attributed
to Sun Tzu, the ancient Chinese war philosopher, include a chapter on
maneuver, which he considered the method of employing troops to one’s
advantage.23 Army doctrine considers maneuver one of the primary elements of combat power (along with ﬁrepower, leadership, protection, and
information).24 Army Field Manual (FM) 3-0, Operations, deﬁnes maneuver
as “the employment of force, through movement combined with ﬁre or ﬁre
potential, to achieve a position advantage with respect to the enemy to accomplish the mission. Maneuver is the means by which commanders concentrate combat power to achieve surprise, shock, momentum and dominance.”25 Maneuver is thus an example of responsiveness within a theater
of operation. Depending on size and means of conveyance, ground units
can maneuver on foot, with mechanized vehicles, or with helicopters for
air-assault forces. Regardless, the speed of maneuver is limited to modes
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that operate on or near the surface. As a result, speeds are limited to tens
of kilometers per hour, slow in comparison to the other forms.
The other element of responsiveness is the time to deploy. In this sense,
armies are much less capable. The Army’s objective force goals include the
ability to deploy a combat-capable brigade to theater in 96 hours, a division
in 120 hours, and ﬁve divisions in 30 days.26 However, a recent RAND report
questioned the ability and the necessity to meet these goals. The report concluded that a force of more than 1,000 vehicles could not be deployed from
the continental United States to distant points on the globe in four days,
under the most ideal conditions.27 With some mobility enhancements, like
fast sealift and prepositioning of forces, deployment timelines on the order
of one to two weeks are conceivable. The report does note that US joint operations have been historically concentrated in a few regions of the world,
and that past crises have usually developed over weeks and years, considerably reducing the actual need for rapid deployment. Still, the ability to respond is inherently limited by the logistical realities of moving large numbers of equipment and personnel over signiﬁcant distances.
Sea Power
The role of navies is control of the seas. For Mahan, this meant decisive
naval engagement to annihilate the enemy’s ﬂeet. Corbett believed that
“nine times out of ten the most effective way of ‘seeking out the enemy’s
ﬂeet’ ” (i.e., forcing an action on him) is to obtain local and temporary control of lines of “passage and communications.”28 Oceans cover 70 percent
of the earth’s surface and are accessible to approximately 75 percent of
the world’s population, with a similar percentage of capitals and major
commercial centers within littoral areas.29 Undoubtedly, naval forces project
power well beyond the conﬁnes of the world’s oceans. Naval bombardment
and aviation, ship- and submarine-launched cruise missiles, and amphibious
forces impose inﬂuence well inland. This is the exploitation of sea power in
support of land power, not sea power to control the sea. Both, however,
require an understanding of naval presence.
The US Navy considers forward presence its raison d’etre. Naval doctrine cites ﬂexibility and self-sufﬁciency as the primary attributes that
make naval forces “well-suited for the expeditionary nature of America’s
security and military strategies.”30 Under peacetime conditions, approximately one-third of all naval forces are deployed “on-scene” throughout
the world, with another 20 percent under way from homeports.31 Yet this
presence is not the same as with land forces. Corbett noted that unlike the
occupation of territory, “the sea cannot be the subject of political dominion
or ownership,” a debatable point but one to which most modern naval
strategists agree.32 The presence most naval strategists presume is that in
support of land power, a carrier battle group would be ready to lend forces
to an invasion or campaign, or to stand in harm’s way between combatant
navies to deter violence through the fear of forcing the US ﬂeet to commit
to battle. The latter was exempliﬁed when the United States sent carriers
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to the Straits of Taiwan in 1996 to deter a Chinese invasion of the island,
but it is also an ancient practice dating back at least to the political use of
the Athenian ﬂeet in the Second Peloponnesian War.33
For the most part, naval forces are more responsive than ground forces.
A carrier battle group can transit approximately 500 nautical miles (nm)
per day, giving it a three-day range of 1,500 nm plus aircraft striking distance. Once on site, the Navy claims a single carrier can sustain 120 sorties a day with a surge capacity of 150.34 Although their range is somewhat
limited to coastal areas, carrier aviation can extend well inland with help
from Air Force aerial refueling. During Operation Enduring Freedom in
Afghanistan, naval strike aircraft provided 75 percent of the strike sorties
(though dropped only 30 percent of the ordinance) from aircraft carriers in
the Arabian Sea, mainly due to land-based aerial refueling support.35 Still,
a limited number of deployable carrier battle groups cannot be everywhere
at once. Moreover, carrier operations are among the most difﬁcult and expensive today. They also represent a single-point failure; the sinking of a
single carrier would cost many billions in lost investment and up to 6,000
American lives.
Naval forces have similar limitations of perspective to surface-bound
land forces. While they can utilize space and airborne sensors to expand
their ﬁeld of vision, this is the use of space or airpower to augment sea
power, not an inherent capability of sea power itself. Sea power’s inherent
perspective is limited to the theater- or local-level base on the range of
shipboard and carrier-based aviation sensors.
Naval forces’ destructive capacity is similar to other military forms of power.
As stated earlier, weapons are independent of the type of military force. Naval
forces can employ naval gunﬁre, infantry units, GPS and laser-guided bombs,
cruise missiles, and submarine-launched nuclear weapons, to name a few.
Weapons of the future will likely include directed-energy or particle-beam weapons. It is difﬁcult to conceive of a type of weapon or destructive power that a
navy could not employ in their mission to control and exploit the seas.
Airpower
From the days of Hugh Trenchard and Billy Mitchell, the proponents of
airpower have long touted its virtues. Little has changed apart from the
modern-day capacity for airpower to achieve the vision of these theorists
and strategists. According to Gray, “It is the essence of airpower to offer
elevation or altitude for superior observation, global domain for unlimited
range, high speed in mission performance, physically unrestricted routing, and extraordinary ﬂexibility in operations.”36 Raymond O’Mara and
Everett Dolman aver
Airpower possesses three characteristics that make it dominant in modern conﬂict: speed, precision, and ﬂexibility. Since air overlays both land and sea, air
forces exploiting command of the air have the ability to deliver force to virtually
any point on the surface of the planet faster than either land or sea forces that
are not already deployed on the point of application. With the accelerated nature
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of modern conﬂict, this is a vital capacity. In addition to speed, air forces can
strike targets at long range with extreme precision.37

It is these capabilities that make airpower the dominant form of military
power in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
The vantage point provided by airpower is undeniable. The ability to observe
large areas provides awareness to all forms of military power. From Union and
Confederate use of balloons to observe enemy positions in the US Civil War to
today’s U-2 ﬂights, airpower has provided order-of-magnitude improvements
in observation capability. Today, that capability is global. Nonetheless, airpower’s ability to observe is limited in some cases by overﬂight restrictions,
enemy air defenses, and by the limited coverage of sensors.
Responsiveness is airpower’s forte. With aerial refueling, range is virtually unrestricted. B-2 bombers operating out of Missouri can strike anywhere in the world within hours of notiﬁcation. Military planners can retarget or redirect these bombers en route, providing ﬂexibility not available
in other forms of intercontinental strike. However, the timeliness of airpower, though an order of magnitude greater than surface forces, is still
measured in hours and, in some cases, days. The issue of time-critical
targeting that arose in the great Scud hunt of the ﬁrst Gulf War has been
ameliorated by tightening the “sensor-to-shooter loop” and through tactics
that place on-call strike platforms in the vicinity of suspected ﬂeeting targets. Still, such doctrinal work-arounds are insufﬁcient for near-real-time
targeting on a global scale.
Presence is the bane of airpower. Although aircraft can travel any place
in the world, they cannot loiter there forever (except in theory—in practice
it would grind the air force into ineffectiveness over the long haul). Granted,
long-duration UAVs and advanced propulsion systems might minimize
this limitation. However, even with near-constant patrolling, airpower does
not exert the same kind of physical presence as surface forces. Despite
myths to the contrary, Britain’s Royal Air Force aerial policing of its empire
during the 1930s was neither complete nor independent. As James Corum
attests, “Throughout the era of British air control, in all but the cases of
minor local banditry, the British met any serious challenge to their authority with both airpower and sizeable ground forces.”38 Furthermore,
while air forces can exert dominating aerial control in a local area for extended periods of time, to do so not only requires large expenditure of resources, but also has limited effects on terrestrial activity. US and British
warplanes had enforced the UN-mandated no-ﬂy zones over Iraq for 12
years and, despite maintaining continuous air superiority, could not control many activities on the ground.
On a theoretical level, all forms of military power can achieve equivalent
destructive force since weapons can be delivered by any means. Practically
speaking, however, the destructive capability of airpower is unmatched.
With today’s technology, the ability to deliver massive amounts of ord32
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nance over a large area or to execute pinpoint strikes is best performed by
air platforms.
Space Power
In 1946 the RAND Corporation’s proposal for an Earth-circling spaceship
foreshadowed space’s potential, “We can see no more clearly all the utility
and implications of spaceships than the Wright brothers could see ﬂights of
B-29s bombing Japan and air transports circling the globe.”39 Over 50 years
later, space power still offers unrealized capability. In its current manifestation, space power primarily augments other forms of military power. Air
Force Space Command’s 2004 Strategic Master Plan identiﬁes ﬁve mission
areas for military space forces: force enhancement, counterspace, space
force application, space support, and mission support. Of these, the overwhelming emphasis of current systems is force enhancement. That is, “The
capabilities to gather and disseminate timely, highly accurate information
to enable situation awareness and effective command and control (C2) for
commanders and joint forces at all levels.”40 The focus of counterspace is
space situational awareness, knowing the whereabouts and intentions of
orbiting objects. Indictments by the 2001 Space Commission notwithstanding, the lack of active offensive and defensive space control measures remains. Space force application, the offensive use of force from or through
space to strike terrestrial targets, is limited to nuclear-equipped ballistic
missiles. US Strategic Command, in subsuming the previously independent
US Space Command, has deﬁned a nonnuclear global-strike mission but
must rely on long-range bombers to execute it.
Despite current constraints, space power is more than just an externality,
for it provides many inherent advantages. Perhaps space power’s foremost
advantage is global presence and perspective. For operating space forces,
presence and perspective are derived from the nature of the medium. According to David Lupton, the nature of the medium includes the fact that
space surrounds the other environs. As a result, “Space vehicles operate
with high-altitude vantage that provides a line-of-sight view of large portions
of the Earth, allowing a single orbiting satellite to ‘see’ enormous areas of
the Earth.”41 Once in orbit, space vehicles can sustain altitude without expending fuel providing sustainable persistence over the entire Earth.
The second primary advantage of constellations of satellites is persistent
global presence. Constellations orbit without violating national sovereignty,
having freedom of overﬂight under current international regimes. Three satellites in geosynchronous orbit can observe the majority of Earth’s surface,
except for regions around the poles. Twenty-four navigation satellites in medium earth orbit (approximately 12,500 mi.) provide surface users visibility of
three or more satellites most of the time. Billman deems this a “virtual” presence, since the vehicles are out of sight and their presence largely unperceivable. Virtual presence becomes more substantial with weapons that could
strike from space.42 Still, the presence is inherently different from ground
forces that occupy territory, more akin to air forces, but also more permanent
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in nature. The presence extends beyond the conﬁnes of Earth to the stars, an
inﬁnite operating area according to Lupton and inﬁnite military depth in the
words of Colin Gray.43
Thirdly, space forces have the potential for near-instantaneous response.
Operating with laser connectivity in full-Earth-coverage constellations,
satellites provide the eyes, ears, and eventually the ﬁsts for global control.
They can be completely unobtrusive or deﬁnitively assertive depending on
political objectives and constraints. Billman refers to this characteristic as
strategic agility—the ability to respond rapidly over global distances with
appropriate capabilities to carry out operations in support of US international interests.44
While the actual destructive power of space is still to be determined, theoretically it will equal other forms of military power employing similar technologies. Military space planes could deliver conventional ordinance (or nuclear ordinance for that matter) intercontinental distances, deploying many of
them in reentry capsules for delivery to terrestrial targets.45 A robust ﬂeet of
military space planes could easily supplant the ever-shrinking ﬂeet of intercontinental bombers. Space-based lasers have the greatest affectivity within
the vacuum of space, with lesser capability for high-ﬂying air vehicles and
ground targets due to atmospheric interference. Still, technology may prove
this distinction irrelevant.
The introduction proposed that the United States has moved from relying on land and sea dominance to a way of war that relies more on air
dominance augmented by space and information. Eventually the US military may evolve into a space- and information-dominated force. The qualitative advantages of the various forms of military power discussed above
have deﬁnite quantitative traits as summarized in table 1 for surface-centric
warfare.46 The table is arranged into the land/sea dominant approach of
the past, the air/space dominant approach of the present, and a projected
space/info dominant approach of the future.
Table 1. Characteristics of military power
Land/Sea
Power
Presence
Perspective
Response
-- Range
-- Speed
Destructive
Power

Air/Space
Power

Space/Info
Power

Permanent/Localized
Local/Enduring

Temporary/Localized
Local/Temporary

Permanent/Global
Global/Persistent

Regional
Days/Weeks
Variable, dependent on
weapons employed

Global
Hours/Days
Variable, dependent on
weapons employed

Global
Minutes/Hours
Variable, dependent on
weapons employed

While surface-centric and near-earth-centric warfare may dominate the
future of the human race, we may eventually venture beyond our planet,
where the contest of wills between human societies or with other societies
will follow. A near-earth-centric means of war, transglobal if you will, may
evolve into an interplanetary or intergalactic mode of war. For this, space
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power will likely dominate. In the meantime, traditional forms of military
force will have continued relevance. At various times one will be the supported force, and the others will support. Most often the synergistic application of various forms of military force will prevail. What is important for the
strategist is to understand the quantitative and qualitative differences between these distinct forms. Only then can the strategist apply the capabilities available today and the planner provide the forces for the future.

Synthesis of Unique Space Capabilities
The analysis of the forms of military power shows that like all forms of
military power, space power has its advantages and disadvantages. These
unique characteristics form the basis of a theory for the full utilization of
space to achieve the political objectives of the state. Spacecast 2020, a study
conducted by Air University in 1994, cited two paramount advantages of
space—“unparalleled perspective and very rapid access to the Earth’s surface.”47 To these fundamental advantages, Christian Daehnick added nonterritorial operations that he deﬁned as “no worries about over ﬂight rights
or provocations in prehostility phases of crises.”48 A RAND project Air Force
study listed access and reach, rapid response, distance from Earth and
other objects, and difﬁculty of defense as the primary advantages of space
weapons.49 Lupton lists characteristics of space power in three rubrics: environmentally inﬂuenced, logistically inﬂuenced, and politically/legally inﬂuenced. Of the environmentally inﬂuenced, he cites, among others, global
presence and inﬁnite operating area.50 Bruce DeBlois, in his comparison of
air and space power, cites duration, range, and speed of response as realmafforded capabilities for space. Environmental characteristics include size
and position of the realm. He also considers sovereignty and likelihood of
reduced casualties as political advantages.51 What is notable, besides the
similarities of these assessments, is the resemblance to the characteristics
of military power.
To be sure, space power also possesses disadvantages. While some disadvantages are relative and could be overcome by advances in technology,
others are inherent, much to the chagrin of space proponents.52 Gray summarizes the limitations as the cost of transportation to orbit, the laws of
motion in space, and the distance from territorial events.53 The expensive
access limitation is not inherent but a function of current technology and
will likely be overcome. Kepler’s Laws, which deﬁne orbital mechanics, are
inherent as is the distance from terrestrial events. Distance is a disadvantage for some intelligence missions and for issues of resolve, or to simply
possess territory. RAND’s Space Weapons, Earth Wars lists similar disadvantages including static defense, predictable orbits, logistics expense, large
numbers required, and legal consequences.54 Of these, only predictable
orbits represent an inherent weakness. Static defense can be overcome
with active defenses to include microsatellite escorts and space-control
lasers. Logistics expense is largely a function of cost to orbit, which will
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likely decrease as technology matures. The need to populate large constellations in low and medium orbits for complete Earth coverage can also be
a limitation. However, just a few vehicles, especially if small and cheap,
compare favorably with air assets providing similar coverage and at great
advantage to surface forces. For example “the fuel required to emplace and
de-orbit the weapons might be as much as 50 times the mass of the weapons delivered (for kinetic energy weapons). This compares with a reported
fuel-consumption ration of 40 tons per ton of air delivered ordinance in the
Gulf War.”55 Surprisingly, this is a fairly even comparison, and that is assuming that the cost of space lift to low Earth orbit (LEO) does not decrease from the current $10,000 per pound to projected levels of $1,000
per pound. This, of course, neglects the tremendous cost of building the
space systems themselves, which tend to be specialized, highly complex,
and individualized machines.
Actually, the high cost of space systems provides an important and almost insidious factor that would structurally limit the emergence of rival
space powers. The high costs to build and maintain the infrastructure and
technology base for an advanced space program set high entry barriers for
potential competitors. The greater the cost potential rivals must bear to
enter the industry, the less likely they would be to compete in that market.
Furthermore, states with well-developed space industries enjoy the beneﬁts of cost advantages due to economies of scale.56 Another argument is
that the tremendous cost would structurally limit the presumed evils of
space dominance. The more expensive and difﬁcult to reconstitute the orbiting systems, the more precious the assets, and the less likely the owner
would be to use them except in the direst circumstances. In this way, expensive space systems embody a high degree of credibility. On the other
hand, they may assume the paradoxical character of nuclear weapons,
where their primary utility is in their nonuse.
Legal consequences represent self-imposed obstacles, not inherent limitations. Pres. George W. Bush withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty in 2002, declaring the US intention of ﬁelding a limited missile-defense capability as soon as possible.57 Importantly, Bush used the treaty’s
speciﬁed means of withdrawal, demonstrating a continuing respect for international agreements and afﬁrming the United States’ intent to abide by
agreements. Despite objections from Russia, China, and the international
community, the issue quickly faded into the background. Policy makers
certainly should consider the political implications of treaty commitments
when making national security policy regarding space. Still, these limitations
are not inherent limiting characteristics, though they are practical realities.
Daehnick cites other perceived disadvantages of space systems including distance (requiring remote operations); predictability; poor continuity
(lack of dwell time); inﬂexibility (long lead planning, difﬁcult to make
changes); unsatisfactory timeliness; vulnerability; environment; and costs.58
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These perceived disadvantages are not inherent but rather a function of
technology and implementation.
These and other inherent advantages and disadvantages of space systems are summarized in table 2.
Table 2. Inherent qualities of space power
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

NEUTRAL QUALITIES

Global presence

Lack of physical terrestrial
presence

Destructive power (same for all forms
of military power)

Global perspective

Predictable orbits

Range (global for all forces)

Near instantaneous response

Inhospitable environment

Destructive potential

Global persistence

Access (distance/cost)

Risk of casualties

Conclusions
In this chapter, the comparison of the fundamental characteristics of military power to provide presence, perspective, responsiveness, and destructive
power revealed the unique character of space power. The analysis shows that
space power has inherent advantages and disadvantages as an option for the
employment of military force. If, as it stands now, space power serves primarily
as a force-enhancement function, then a separate theory or strategy is plausibly not needed. Space power would simply augment the land, sea, and air
theories and strategies and ﬁt as a component within them. At best, space
power would be subsumed into a general theory of war. If, as the analysis
demonstrates, space power is intrinsically different and potentially capable of
independent military operations and campaigns, then it requires its own theory
and strategy.59 Furthermore, the unique characteristics should form the basis
of a unique theory and strategy of employment, one that maximizes space
power’s ultimate potential. Once realized, space power may become a dominant form of military power, much as airpower is today, and land and sea
power were in past eras.
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Chapter 4

Space Power Theory
The future of airpower was clearly discernible in 1918; the future of space power
is similarly discernible today, following the experience of Desert Storm. Space
power, in common with sensible approaches to sea power and airpower, can and
should aspire to make the critical strategic difference in war. Despite its growing
importance, no comprehensive theory of space power has been formulated.
—Colin Gray
In the emerging, less controllable world of global commerce and borderless nations,
the military medium of dominance and, hence, of choice to power elites will be the
aerospace continuum because of its universal, rapid access and unique vantage
point. Hence, the control and exploitation of that medium, more than any other, will
offer the widest range of military options and the highest degree of military power.
—Carl Builder

In his introductory essay to Clausewitz’s classic, On War, Peter Paret eloquently describes the object of theory. He states, “The theory of any activity,
even if aimed at effective performance rather than comprehensive understanding, must discover the essential, timeless elements of this activity, and
distinguish them from its temporary features.”1 Indeed, this statement aptly
summarizes the goal of this chapter.
On the continuing path toward a space power theory, this chapter begins
with a more detailed examination of the purpose of theory, which sets the
criterion by which to judge both extant theory and that proposed herein.
Next, a review of current space power theory elucidates both the strengths
and shortcomings of existing thought. Then, using the unique characteristics of space power derived from the enduring functions of military power in
the previous chapter, a framework is developed that seeks to uncover the
timeless elements of this activity called space power. These timeless elements—codiﬁed in laws, rules, and precepts—form the basis of a prototype
theory uniﬁed by the basic principle of globalness.

Purpose of Theory
In essence, a theory is an explanation. As such, theory can explain at a
multitude of levels, from a unifying theory of all things to the best way to put
on your pants in the morning. In addition to scope, theory can vary in purpose. For example, military historian Harold Winton outlines ﬁve purposes for
useful theory: “to deﬁne, to categorize, to explain, to connect, and ideally, to
anticipate.”2 Judson Jussell condenses these purposes into three: to deﬁne,
to explain, and to predict.3
Clearly, a useful theory of space power would accomplish all these ends.
But developing such a comprehensive theory for space power, or any mili41
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tary power for that matter, remains a worthy yet elusive goal. Quite simply,
deﬁning what a theory should do is easier than actually proposing a theory
that meets these objectives.

Current Space Power Theory
Although Colin Gray’s admonition regarding the dearth of space power
theory in the epigraph rings true, a smattering of innovative thinkers has advanced ideas for space power theory, or at least, for the necessary components of some future theory. Each contributes useful precepts and principles,
yet a brief review shows that all fall short of a truly comprehensive theory.
The present attempt to advance theory begins with a review of current
space power theories. These theories fall within the rubrics of classical
theory, categorizations, and propositions.
The Classical Theorist School
Some of the most fruitful space power theorizing has come from extending existing theories of land, sea, and airpower to the realm of space. Colin
Gray proposes Clausewitzian foundations as a basis for building a theory
for space.4 According to Gray, existing theories of sea power and airpower
have already provided many of the elements of space power theory. For
example, the idea of space control is borrowed from both sea and airpower
theorists, while notions of space blockade and choke points evolved from
naval origins.5 Yet, there is no body of writing “which attempts to explain
in broad terms what space power is and how it will work as a pervasive,
technologically dynamic inﬂuence upon strategic history in ways complementary to land-, sea-, and airpower.”6
Given the similarities of the vast expanse of oceans to that of space, several authors have proposed sea power constructs for space. For example,
Martin France applies Alfred Thayer Mahan’s conditions of sea power (geography, physical conformation, extent of territory, size of population,
character of people, and character of government) and its elements (position, bases, and the ﬂeet) to the realm of space.7 In this view, space power
is a function of national capabilities, character, and geography. In contrast
to France’s Mahanian view, John Fox argues that near-term space strategy more closely resembles the joint-arms concept forwarded by Corbett
than the dominant sea power conception of Mahan. Fox observes that
gaining space control mirrors the temporary and local control of ports and
choke points advocated by Corbett rather than the decisive force-on-force
battles between blue-water ﬂeets envisioned by Mahan.8 While both naval
theorists rightly assert the need to control interstate ocean commerce, Fox
maintains that space will continue to be a crucial part of joint military operations, instead of an independent form of warfare, for the near future.9
George and Meredith Friedman see analogies between sea and space power
as well. For example, both sea and space forces operate away from land for
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months on end, naval and space vessels are expensive and few in number
(compared to land/aircraft), unseen physical and economic “geography”
determines operational patterns, and the vastness of the medium provides
inherent protection.10
In Astropolitik, Everett Dolman extends the Mahanian geopolitical conception of power further, arguing that the United States, or any other aspiring
space power, should endeavor to seize control of the strategic narrow of LEO.
Dolman sums up his simple blueprint for space control with the dictum:
“Who controls low-Earth orbit controls near-Earth space. Who controls nearEarth space dominates Terra. Who dominates Terra determines the destiny
of the world.”11 No doubt, Dolman takes a provocative stand, but one having
a ﬁrm foundation in the geopolitical elements of space power. Dolman considers Astropolitik a long-term grand strategy, where the militarization of space
is a means to an end. That end: a benevolent hegemony controlling the free
market sovereignty of space to “maximize efﬁciency and wealth.”12
Like Dolman, James Oberg makes signiﬁcant contributions to the development of space power theory based on classical theoretical constructs. His elements of space power—facilities, technology, industry, hardware, economy,
populace, education, tradition and intellectual climate, geography, and exclusivity of capabilities/knowledge—are distinctly Mahanian. Unlike Dolman,
Oberg does not posit a unifying principle or grand strategic vision. Rather, he
proposes building blocks for a theory in the form of truths and beliefs. He
begins by stating, “The primary attribute of current space systems lies in
their extensive view of Earth.”13 While almost all functions performed by space
systems have terrestrial equivalents, the vast, global nature of space affords
“worldwide access in time spans measured in minutes as opposed to hours
and days.”14 His corollary, that a space vehicle can view vast areas of Earth’s
surface, reﬂects the fundamental characteristic of perspective.
Oberg rightly acknowledges the proliﬁc commercial space industry, especially in the area of communications, but also in imagery, navigation, and Earth
sensing.15 Not only does this affect the economic instrument of power, but the
combining of traditional military functions on civilian platforms also creates
difﬁculties for military strategists. The ability of any nation, organization, or
individual to purchase space-derived information or turnkey capability greatly
expands the notion of who has and what is space power. Oberg then jumps to
the conclusion that “a national power theory based solely on military-exclusive
generalities and tenets would be foolish.”16 While close ties to the commercial
and civil communities factor in the employment of space, a theory for military
applications is still feasible. If that were not the case, airpower theory would
have to include all civilian aviation—and land power theory all car, truck, and
rail trafﬁc—as part of its military theory.
Oberg is more directly on the mark with his second basic truth about
space power: that space exists as a separate medium with its own laws of
motion and environmental characteristics. Many of the tenets and propositions of space power derive from this truth, and rightly so, for the medium deﬁnes space power’s fundamental character as is the case with air,
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land, and sea power. The unique physical attributes of space, he claims,
clearly differentiate space power from other mediums of national power.17
An important part of this difference is the relative lack of human presence
in the medium itself.
Oberg also posits temporal aspects of space power that he argues are
only valid “from our vantage point in history.”18 These include the need for
technological competence, the inevitability of space weaponization, the requirement for physical human presence for greater situational awareness,
the expense of space systems, and the need for continued research and
exploration. Perhaps the most prophetic tenet resembles the preaching of
Dolman. Oberg states that the “control of space is the linchpin upon which
a nation’s space power depends.”19 While not going as far as Dolman to
argue that space control is the linchpin for all national power, the access
and control of space, which then allows exploitation of the medium, is a
fundamental focus for space power theory.
The Categorical School
After deﬁning space power as the “entire astronautical capabilities of the
nation,” David Lupton asks the somewhat self-evident question, “Should
there be a military component to space power?”20 In the process of answering, he proposes four basic schools of thought.21 Proponents of the sanctuary school see space as a war-free zone devoid of weapons. The primary
value of space systems is perspective, “the ability to ‘see’ within the boundaries of sovereign states” for the purposes of maintaining deterrence.22 The
sanctuary position allows for military related systems, like those for intelligence gathering, reconnaissance, surveillance, and positioning, but speciﬁcally eschews weapons precisely because they threaten the enormously
valuable space capabilities. The weapons-free sanctuary of space must be
maintained for the purpose of space observation; otherwise the world will be
a more dangerous place. The survivability school agrees that space systems
can perform these military functions, but views space systems as inherently
vulnerable, therefore requiring protection through defensive measures and
through denying others accessibility to space. Indeed, the vulnerability of
space systems calls into question the military value of space forces. States
too reliant on space power may ﬁnd themselves in an extremely weakened
position should their own access be denied.
The high-ground enthusiasts view space as the ultimate high ground
with the potential for domination over low-lying areas. In their opinion,
space is a battleﬁeld, where future wars will be won and lost. The highground school believes that with a full compliment of space weaponry,
space forces can be the dominant form of military power. They argue that
global presence combined with space-based weapons employed for ballistic
missile defense could result in replacing the strategy of assured destruction
with a strategy of assured survival. The space control school advocates see
space and terrestrial forces as coequal but that whomever controls space
controls Earth. This implies that space control is a necessary condition for
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control of surface environs. The space control school argues that the capability to deter war is enhanced by the ability to control space.23
Michael Mantz’s detailed and aggressive vision for the military use of
space power falls distinctly in the high-ground school. In The New Sword, A
Theory of Space Combat Power, Mantz presents an organizational doctrine
contingent on a robust military space force capability. Mantz proposes three
main roles and missions: space support, force enhancement, and space
combat.24 The latter consists of space denial, space strike, and space protection. The bulk of his paper describes a space combat architecture involving sensors, battleﬁeld management/command, control and communications, platforms, and weapons and describes in detail how they could be
employed to accomplish space denial, strike, and protection. Mantz defers
theory to an appendix where he lists 10 axioms of space combat power.25
His “theory to orbit by,” in deference to Carl Builder’s “theory to ﬂy by,”
states, “Space combat power can be applied decisively (and independently of
airpower) by striking at the national elements of value of the enemy. Unlike
airpower, space control may not be a prerequisite for the exploitation of
space (e.g., space combat support and space strike). Like airpower, space
power must be centrally and independently controlled.”26
The Propositional School
The epitome of the propositional school is Michael Smith, who describes
the nature of space power in his “Ten Propositions Regarding Spacepower,”
based on the model provided by Phillip Meilinger’s Ten Propositions Regarding Airpower.27 He begins by deﬁning space as a distinct medium,
separated from the air medium by a transverse region where aircraft cannot ﬂy and satellites cannot orbit.28 He then describes the essence of space
power as global access and presence, which serve as the most compelling
reasons to orbit satellites. His argument is buoyed by a case study of the
use of observation satellites in the Cold War. Like Lupton, Smith considers
space power to encompass a state’s entire space activities, from civil to
commercial to military. Furthermore, commercial assets make all states
potential space powers. A space power needs a cadre of trained professionals dedicated to space operations, and these will most likely come from the
space industry. On an operational level, Smith argues for centralized control of space assets, the necessity of space control, and the inevitability of
space weaponization. Perhaps most insightful, however, is his proposition
that space power is a coercive force. The mere presence of space assets has
the potential to inﬂuence actors hoping to conceal activities.
The integration of space assets in the sensor-to-shooter loop plus the
inevitable evolution of space-based weapons provide not only a deterrent
capability but a compellent threat as well. Smith then synthesizes his 10
axioms into a rough sketch of a space power theory. He cites Sun Tzu and
Clausewitz as inspiration for the observation that space power is a tool of
statecraft and warfare. The purpose of military space power, according to
Smith, is to provide global capabilities to achieve political and military ob45
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jectives. Near-Earth space provides access to a global landscape not available to terrestrial forces that “cannot loiter as economically as some satellites.”29 The ﬁrst and most enduring mission of space force, according to
Smith, is to gain space control. Space control means maintaining space
situational awareness, ensuring freedom of operations for friendly forces,
and denying the same to the enemy.30 Finally, Smith rightly argues that
space power will not usurp the mission of terrestrial military forces.31
Rather, he recommends a combined arms approach that does not “put all
the eggs in the one basket” of space or any other medium. In the near
term, leveraging the advantages of space to enhance in-theater forces will
evolve to include a niche role for force application from space.32
Summary
All of these existing theories provide useful contributions to an eventual
space power theory. As was the case in chapter 2, the many commonalities
suggest fundamental truths about the nature of space power for political and
military purposes. Together, they build from previous theories of military power,
observations about the medium, efforts to categorize elements of systems, and
projected means of employment.
Yet, none build from a foundation that characterizes the fundamental nature
of space power. Herein lies the purpose of the next section, to use the characteristics deﬁned by the medium to describe how space power achieves presence, response, observation, and destruction in order to deter or compel to
achieve a political purpose.

Prototype Theory
This section proposes a rudimentary theory of space power. While far
from a comprehensive theory of space power, it completely fulﬁlls the criteria of Clausewitz, Winton, and Jussell. The theory ﬁrst begins with principles regarding the nature of military power and seeks to unify the smattering of thought that pervades this ﬁeld into a practical framework that
attempts to deﬁne, explain, and predict. The proposed theory is consistent
with and reﬂective of many of the concepts proposed by other theorists, as
it well should. The focus here is only on the military use of space power as
a distinct element of the military instrument of national power—one that is
fundamentally unique, and one that requires a theory unto itself.
The logical starting point is the top of the power pyramid where Clausewitz’s timeless truth that war is an extension of politics applies. At the
grand-strategic level, the political object—be it conquest of territory for
material gain or security, or deterring others from doing so—is the basis
for the exercise of the instruments of power. The military option provides
one mechanism for deterring or compelling another to achieve the political
purpose. Space power should deter and compel through the same military
functions as do land, sea, and air forces. But space power divines its
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unique and fundamental character from the inherent characteristics of
the medium to provide presence, response, observation, and destruction.
This theory deﬁnes that character.
Before continuing, a few deﬁnitions are necessary. A law, as it is used
here and deﬁned by Webster, is a statement of an order or relationship
among phenomena that, as far as is known, is invariable under given conditions.33 Clausewitz deﬁned law in a cognitive sense as “the relationship
between things and their effects.”34 A principle is a comprehensive and
fundamental law. It “represents the spirit and the sense of the law,” according to Clausewitz.35 A precept suggests something advisory but not
obligatory. A rule applies to more restrictive or speciﬁc situations and, as
the proverb goes, there is an exception to every rule. In using these terms,
one must heed Clausewitz’s warning that war may be described by, but is
not governed by, laws. This thesis, however, is not a prescriptive formulation detailing exactly how to employ space forces. It is a conceptualization
expressed in a compact form intended as a guide for critical thought.
What follows is an application of the presence-perspective-responsedestruction framework discussed in the previous chapter. The common
thread in this conceptualization of space power is its global nature; hence,
we begin at the end with a unifying principle called globalness. From space
power’s global presence, perspective, response, and destruction we derive
laws, precepts, and rules particular to space as a unique (though not necessarily independent) form of warfare. While far from a comprehensive
characterization of space power, this prototype theory provides an initial
step toward space power theory.
The Unifying Principle of Globalness
Space surrounds the planet. While not absolutely pervasive (subterranean and deep submarine realms are largely inaccessible from space),
systems in space could presumably reach every nook and cranny the world
over. In contrast, land and sea abut only the littoral areas—the coastlines—of the other. Air adjoins both land and sea in a manner that makes
the entire realm littoral, especially from the vantage of space. Like the
game of rock-scissors-paper, sea forces routinely project their power to
strike targets on land, air forces can sink ships, and land forces can destroy space ground control facilities. However, only space can exert persistent and complete inﬂuence over the other realms (recall the common military functions of presence, perspective, response, and destruction). Niccolo
Machiavelli understood this notion and used it in a similar fashion in his
own day, arguing that the Swiss pikemen dominated the French cavalry,
which in turn dominated the Spanish tercio, which dominated the Swiss
pikemen. The only way to assure victory, according to Machiavelli, was
with a fourth option wholly outside the extant paradigm. In his case, Machiavelli advocated a citizen militia imbued with military “virtú.”36 The unifying thread that distinguishes space power is the global capability space
power exerts in each of these dimensions. Hence, the unifying principle of
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space power, which gives space a distinct character, is its global nature—
deﬁned here as globalness. The Principle of Globalness states that space
allows global presence, perspective, response, and destruction in a manner unachievable by other means.
The term globalness explicitly enunciates the worldwide inﬂuence of space
forces.37 Space forces provide global interconnectivity to a degree unmatched
by other means. While landlines and radio communications could, potentially, blanket the land and extend across oceans, only space power, by virtue
of its globalness, provides truly comprehensive coverage of the Earth and
near-Earth environs. Globalness also extends to sensor coverage, be it reconnaissance, surveillance, weather, missile warning, or the like. Offensively,
globalness means the ability to strike at any target regardless of geographic
boundaries. Early airpower enthusiasts like Mitchell and Douhet touted the
airplane’s ability to bypass ground forces to strike at a state’s vital center.
Globalness is more than that. Space power could conceivably strike anywhere
at any time, and assuming space superiority, there is little an adversary could
do about it. Satellite-based weapon systems could further attack targets in
orbit, engage high-value targets with little warning, provide ﬁre for close support of surface conﬂict, or strike strategic targets deep within countries.
Globalness, though seemingly Earth-centric, applies beyond near-Earth
space. Brian Sullivan suggests that what is commonly called space power is
really “Earth power,” since the power exercised from orbital space is focused
on the planet and its inhabitants.38 However, space surrounds not only
Earth, but also all other heavenly bodies in the ever-expanding universe. If
humans venture beyond our near-Earth existence, it will be through the
vacuum of space. To extend globalness beyond the conﬁnes of Earth might
require another term, on the order of universalness, which portends that
space power provides universal presence, perspective, response, and destruction in a manner unachievable by other means.39 Although the concept
of universalness is well beyond the scope of this paper, the concept is introduced here simply to provide perspective, with the suggestion that the theory holds true beyond the Earth-centric of globalness. For the near future—
at least the next 50 years or so—the Earth-centric theory remains most
relevant. The work that follows builds on this principle of globalness. Each
of the following subordinate laws derives from the exploitation of the medium as used to achieve presence, perspective, response, and destructive
might via military means in support of political ends.
The First Law of Presence: Control of Space
The First Law of Presence is that control of space is necessary, not only for
the exploitation of space, but increasingly for the exploitation of the other military realms as well. As stated in the previous chapter, presence derives from
the ability to sustain inﬂuence in a particular place. If an adversary can prevent your freedom to do so, he can deny presence. Therefore, the ability to
operate freely in space implies at least some level of control of the medium.
One cannot have presence in space if the adversary can prevent you from
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existing in that medium. The United States and other space-faring nations
currently enjoy permissive control of space by virtue of its implied sanctuary
status. No country actively prevents others from launching satellites or maintaining satellites in orbit (albeit limitations of technical transfer and allocation
of orbital slots is a tacit form of space control). Temporary, local, or permissive control permits operations. The ability to temporarily, locally, or completely deny existence in space is the positive or overt control of space.
Most space theorists agree with the importance of space control. Gray
deems the concept worthy of “master status,” decreeing, “If space control is
lost or severely contested, almost everything else . . . will be rendered irrelevant, at best.”40 Classical school theorists consider space control on par with
the ideas of air and sea control. For example, France notes that the former US
Space Command deﬁnition for space control “to assure access to space, freedom of operations within the space medium, and an ability to deny others the
use of space, if required,” is an analog to the Mahanian deﬁnition of control of
the sea.41 Others stake the same claim. M. V. Smith lists “space control is job
one” as one of his 10 propositions regarding space power. Oberg considers
space control the linchpin of space power.42 Only Mantz caveats the concepts
by stating that total space control is neither achievable nor necessary given
the extensiveness of space, though he recognizes the need for temporary or
limited control.43 Dolman takes the concept of space control even further,
believing control of space “determines the destiny of the world.”44 Indeed, the
law of control of space includes this potentiality also.
Since space power can affect other mediums by means of global presence,
perspective, response, and destruction, it is a necessary condition for the
exploitation of all other mediums as well. With few exceptions, space forces
possess the theoretical ability to ﬁnd, ﬁx, track, and destroy targets in the
air, on land, or at sea. Now that is not to say it is a sufﬁcient condition. Having control of space does not necessarily provide control of air, land, or sea.
However, with sufﬁcient resources and technology, a space power could exercise general control of the other mediums from space. Orbiting weapons
platforms could conceivably destroy or incapacitate weapons in the other
mediums. Space-based weapons have the potential to achieve air superiority and sea and land control. Just as air control is today a necessary condition for the successful prosecution of land and sea operations, so it is for the
United States that space control is necessary for the full exercise of air,
land, sea, and information power. Currently, much of space power’s functioning support is based on the ground; therefore, some control of land is a
necessary, but again not sufﬁcient, condition for space power (in the same
way that airpower requires ground- or sea-based landing and repair facilities and troops to secure them). The difference is that space power has the
capacity to dominate all other forms of military power.45
Unlike other forms of military power, which by nature are regionally focused
and operate with a degree of autonomy, the global presence of space forces
dictates both centralized control and centralized execution. Space forces’ ability
to respond, often simultaneously, to many points on the globe, and the limited
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availability of these resources, dictates centralized command and control. Furthermore, deference to autonomous operations rather than human operators
for most space operations necessitates centralized command and control. As a
result of these factors, most space systems today are managed from a central
control station and apportioned to theaters as needs arise. Theater commanders cannot exercise tactical control (TACON) for assets depended on by other
theaters or even nonmilitary entities. For example, while Air Force Space Command can and does optimize GPS at the request of theater commanders, authority for enacting its selective availability capability to degrade the signal rests
with the president because of its many civilian uses.
Centralized control and centralized execution is a rule, not a law. There are
systems and circumstances calling for decentralized control and/or decentralized execution. Space transiting systems, like a space operations vehicle,
or platforms apportioned in their entirety to a theater combatant commander
or agency could be assigned operational control (OPCON) for the asset for a
period of time. Theater commanders could assume TACON for intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) assets assuming they possessed the
command and control functions, perhaps relayed through a central control
center, for the satellites or satellite services under their command.
A parallel exists with airpower. Airmen generally ascribe to centralized
control, decentralized execution as the best means to effectively employ
airpower, citing the fragmented control by competing commanders during
the initial engagement of World War II and the entire Vietnam conﬂict as
evidence.46 There are, however, circumstances where airpower’s decentralized control/decentralized execution works well. For example, combined
arms operations like the German blitzkrieg and US Marine Corps doctrine
effectively employ decentralized airpower under the direction of ground
forces. The British were reasonably effective in their use of airpower to
police their far-ﬂung empire, and the French effectively employed “penny
packets” of airpower to ﬁght guerilla tactics in the Algerian War for independence.47 Space assets are no different in this respect.
The Second Law of Presence: Omnipresence
Having control of space enables the second law of presence, the Law of
Omnipresence, which states: Because space systems exist and exert inﬂuence
over all other mediums in a persistent global manner, they exert presence everywhere, all of the time. The freedom of overﬂight, or the trans-sovereign operation of space forces, facilitates omnipresence.48 While this presence is fundamentally different than with surface and air forces, it is, nonetheless, real. In
many ways, virtual presence is more pervasive than so-called real presence,
and often cheaper. Although an adversary cannot see space forces, it can be
made aware of their presence by the effects space systems produce. Adversaries may not realize they are under observation until a space power brings an
otherwise inexplicable action to their attention. Once that is done, adversaries may never know when they are not under observation and potential inﬂuence. The same space power, if in possession of offensive strike capability,
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could make this effect all the more potent. Such omnipresence would give the
space power truly global and sustained inﬂuence.
For example, the United States could use space reconnaissance systems
to detect the movement of a mobile missile system to an offensive position,
say a Scud missile launcher moving within range of a neighbor. This information could then be transmitted with a warning notice advising a potential
aggressor to cease and desist—an information warning shot. Failing to heed
the warning, a burst of kinetic energy could be ﬁred to produce an effect, a
small explosion in the vicinity of the missile launcher, for example. If preparation activities continued after the kinetic warning shot, another burst of
energy could disable the electronics of the launcher. Demonstrating this
capability provides a real, not virtual, presence in the mind of a potential
adversary. Most likely, the next warning would be taken as seriously as if
ground forces were within artillery range—perhaps even more so. Artillery
close enough to be within range is also close enough to be attacked; it is
vulnerable to a variety of countermeasures. Most adversaries will not have
the ability to directly attack the satellites that threaten them. The example
illustrates how space systems, by virtue of the Law of Omnipresence, can
both coerce (as in the case of the warning shots) and deter (as, presumably,
would happen after the ﬁrst launcher was disabled).
First Corollary of Presence: Predictability of Trajectories
Not all of the attributes of global presence are positive. Limitations accompany the ability to orbit constellations of satellites that persistently
overﬂy sovereign territory. This ability to maintain presence over the entire
Earth is a function of physical laws, namely Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion and Newton’s Universal Law of Gravitation. Kepler’s ﬁrst law, as applied
to Earth-orbiting satellites is as follows: The orbit of a satellite is an ellipse
with the center at one focus.49 The ballistic trajectory of a missile, not including the boost and reentry stages, is also an ellipse, one that intersects
Earth’s surface.50 While the trajectory of an Earth-orbiting object is not
static owing to perturbations from air resistance, the oblong shape of Earth
and the force of gravity from other heavenly bodies, satellite operators correct for these perturbations to maintain predictable orbits. Ballistic-missile
ﬂights are also predictable once the boost phase is completed.
This predictability implies vulnerability. Enemies can plan for satellite
passes and take steps to deny overhead visibility. They also can track and
target predictable satellite and missile trajectories, provided they have the
technology. Since it is easy to know where and when satellites pass overhead,
adversaries can easily calculate the trajectory of a ballistic missile assuming
an unguided and unpowered reentry vehicle.
The First Law of Perspective: Persistent Global View
While maintaining presence in space affords a unique and inherent power,
the fact that this presence occupies the high ground leads to the Laws of Per51
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spective. The First Law of Perspective states, quite simply, that space affords a
persistent global view. By virtue of the ultimate high ground, space systems
surround and can view every point on Earth’s surface. This is not the case for
other mediums. While airborne assets can overﬂy a position on Earth with
the same sensor capabilities that orbit aboard satellites, their view is passing
and temporary. While only geosynchronous satellites provide constant view of
Earth, constellations of satellites (and in some cases phased satellites in
highly elliptical orbits) provide the effect of constant view.
Practical limitations inhibit the degree to which space systems satisfy this
law. For example, although hyperspectral, radar, and other advanced technologies provide promise, objects hidden by camouﬂage or buried underground or deep undersea can avoid overhead observation. But this is a technical, not a theoretical, limitation. Conceivably, technologies will exist that
can penetrate and expose the recesses of terrestrial geography. Of course,
determined adversaries will still seek to deceive and deny the ability to see
everything all the time.
The Second Law of Perspective: Global Connectivity
The perspective of the high ground also allows for connectivity on a truly
global scale. While this is not a capability unique to space, for the globalization of communication occurred with the advent of wire and wireless radio
communications, it is an inherent characteristic of space power worthy of its
own law. Global connectivity characterizes the ability of the space system to
transfer information anywhere in the world. Satellite communications provide the most obvious example. While some individual satellite systems are
regionally focused, LEO constellations of satellites provide point-to-point
communications anywhere in the world. Commercial examples with military
applications include the Iridium telecommunications systems and the now
defunct Teledesic wideband data system.
Geosynchronous systems like Milstar provide global interconnectivity
with relatively few, in this case four, satellites. Furthermore, interconnectivity is not limited to communications channels. The advantage of the GPS
constellation is that individual users are connected simultaneously to multiple orbiting transmitters of precise timing and navigation signals. While
not connected in two-way communications, the connectivity allows for precise geolocation on a global scale, unlike regional systems. Although the
primary advantage of orbiting ABM systems is the ability to target in the
boost phase of missile ﬂight, global connectivity of such systems also facilitates coordinating defense against multiple point attacks.
The First Law of Responsiveness: Prompt Global Response
The next set of laws derives from the inherent ability of space forces to
react on a global scale. The First Law of Responsiveness states that space
systems have the potential to provide near instantaneous response any52
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where on Earth’s surface or in near-Earth space. The law deﬁnes two advantages of space power: response time and range.
Space affords military commanders the long-sought ability to react faster
than their enemies. The ancient military philosopher, Sun Tzu said, “Appear
at places to which he must hasten; move swiftly where he does not expect
you.”51 The modern theorist, John Boyd, believed the key to victory was to
operate inside the enemies’ observe, orient, decide, act (OODA) loop—that is,
to be able to perform OODA faster than the enemy.52 The ability to act more
quickly than an opponent yields natural advantages of maneuver, surprise,
and initiative. By virtue of orbital velocity and global coverage, space forces
have an innate ability to react quickly. In theory, response can be at the speed
of light, as in the case of laser technology. Information transfer through space
by radio frequency and laser cross-links occurs at near real time. Physical
transport through space is hypersonic, with orbital velocities exceeding 10,000
km/hour. For example, a space shuttle in LEO travels at approximately
30,000 km/hour. Transport vehicles operating at such speeds could deliver a
multitude of products from weapons to personnel to humanitarian relief supplies across the globe in a matter of minutes or hours.
The second attribute of prompt global response is range. Space systems
possess global range in part because they operate outside the conﬁnes of
Earth’s atmosphere. Once in orbit, space vehicles expend minimal fuel to
compensate for orbital decay and perturbation, yet travel at orbital velocities. Constellations of satellites providing global coverage inherently have
global range.53 For example, a constellation of GPS satellites in mediumEarth orbit (24,000 km altitude) provides near-global coverage with at
least four satellites in view at any one point on Earth. The Iridium commercial mobile communications system initially employed a constellation
of 66 satellites in LEO (725 km altitude) to provide at least one satellite in
view of any point on Earth.
The Air Force recognizes a need for prompt global response. Under Air
Force chief of staff general John Jumper, the Air Force organized six task
forces into seven key task forces in 2002, including task forces for Global
Strike and Global Reach.54 The 1998 US Space Command Long-Range
Plan calls for the on-demand ability to strike globally “within minutes” by
the year 2020, with limited capability as early as 2010.55 Finally, Air Force
Space Command is in the process of coordinating a mission need statement for prompt global strike that calls for an ability to strike targets in
120 minutes or less.56 The space requirements envisage minimal “silver
bullet” capability to deliver weapons on target for the near future. Traditional military theory expounds responsiveness in terms of the ability to
concentrate mass on a decisive point—which leads to the next rule.
Mass and concentration take on different meanings for space forces.57
Prescribed orbits and the limited maneuverability (space vehicles do not
ﬂy about with sudden changes in direction) make conventional concepts of
assembling forces in one place impractical. Like airpower in the age of precision and stealth, space forces achieve concentration and mass of effects.
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Satellite constellations are inherently networked entities that deliver effects to precise locations without maneuvering to do so. Space traversing
systems may serve as an exception to this rule if robust ﬂeets were launched
along similar trajectories to deliver mass loads of bombs or supplies. For
large-scale movements, however, the more ﬂexible surface or air forces are
probably more effective.
The Second Law of Responsiveness: Full-Spectrum
Deterrence
The ability to observe and react to any action of an adversary at any time
provides the basis for the Second Law of Responsiveness, which states that
space systems have the potential to provide full-spectrum deterrence. Full
spectrum means the ability to deter from the lowest levels of conventional
and unconventional warfare to the use of nuclear weapons. Constant
monitoring and the capacity to negate any offensive act prior to or as it occurs deny the adversary the capability for aggression. The threat of preemptive strike, in theory, could deter an adversary from conducting hostile
acts. Granted, an adversary will attempt to deceive or conceal preparatory
actions leading to offense. As a result, this law depends on the ability to
observe the action. Even if enemies successfully hide preparatory actions,
they must still deploy or deliver the blow. During the ﬁnite amount of time
it takes to do so, the ability for prompt global strike can negate the offensive capability before it culminates. The power to prevent offensive action
by preemptive strike or defensive shield provides a deterrent effect for all
levels of conﬂict. Full-spectrum deterrence suggests the superiority of the
defense for space forces though, in fact, this is not so.
Space systems are neither inherently offensive nor defensive. Stated in
the positive, space systems contribute equally to offense and defense. Gray
notes that this dialectic holds regardless of the type of weapon system. “Offense and defense are matters of such subjective judgment at the level of
policy, and are so closely interwoven and interdependent in tactics, operations and military strategy, that they have limited merit as the base of a
theory to understand strategic history.”58
Clausewitz tells us that defense is the stronger form of war. Indeed, this is
probably true for land warfare, where familiarity of terrain, fortiﬁcations, and
interior lines provide distinct advantages. The vulnerability of predictable satellites suggests that defense is not the stronger form of war for these assets,
however, particularly those in LEO that are susceptible to surface-launched
attacks. Then again, the vast openness of space gives orbiting assets with passive and active defensive measures an inestimable advantage. Gray notes,
“There is some safety in sheer distance (equal to time, provided speed-of-light
directed energy weapons are not relevant).”59 On the other hand, space-traversing systems, like a space plane, capable of delivering destructive space-to-space
or space-to-surface power, can be offensive in nature.60 Space orbiting weapons can be both offensively and defensively oriented. It is in the employment,
not the character, of the weapon that offense and defense have meaning.
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The First Law of Destructive Power: Equality
of Destructive Potential
The First Law of Destructive Power states that space systems have the
same destructive potential as systems employed in other mediums. The fact
is, the type of weapon, be it matter, energy, or information based, does not
deﬁne the power behind space, land, sea, or airpower (refer to chap. 2, ﬁg.
3). The possible exception is cyber warfare, though this too is merely the
employment of energy (in the form of ones and zeros) as an information
weapon. Air, land, sea, or space vehicles could conceivably transmit such
informational energy. The dropping of propaganda leaﬂets by air is an example of the use of an information weapon delivered by aerial means.
Nuclear weapons, the most destructive weapons known to man, can be
delivered by systems in all mediums. Even in cyberspace the potential to
crack into the computer systems of a nuclear power plant could render it
a weapon. Air, land, sea, and space systems have the same potential to
deliver conventional bombs, directed energy, or kinetic kill vehicles. The
altitude of space does give some advantage for space delivery of kinetic kill
vehicles, but this distinction can be minimal if alternate kill mechanisms
are considered. The bottom line: military force can deliver all types of
weapons through any medium, and space force is no different, in theory.
Precept of Precision. In like vein, space systems are no more or less
precise than systems operating in other mediums. Some writers consider
precision an attribute of space power, mostly because GPS navigation and
timing enable the precise delivery of bombs in all weather (as opposed to
laser-guided munitions that can be thwarted by smoke, dust, clouds, and
other atmospheric disturbances).
However, the use of GPS for precision-guided munitions (PGM) constitutes
the use of space to enhance other forms of military power; this is not an inherent attribute of space itself. Similarly, the use of lasers, eventually providing an even more precise application of destructive force, is not limited to
space, though there are advantages to operating in a vacuum. The recently
developed airborne laser is a case in point. Thus, while space provides an
advantageous means for enhancing precision weapons, particularly on a
global scale, precision is not an inherent characteristic of the medium.
Precept of Weapons Delivery. While space weapons are equal in effects
to other modes of delivery, the means of delivery has meaning in and of
itself. Because they are always deployed, space weapons are less intrusive
and therefore, in some ways, less provocative. This is a perception that can
only be tested in deployment, but numerous analogies can be cited. The
visible presence of police at social events has a calming effect on the bulk
of crowds. Only the deviants are dismayed by their presence.
Should a potential enemy attempt to counter a space asset with a groundbased weapon, the response in-kind of a space weapon is reasonable. Destruction of a ground antisatellite laser in the heart of China via a spacebased laser, for example, could have considerably different political implications
than destroying the same site with a B-2. Similarly, destroying a terrorist
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training site with a Common Aero Vehicle delivered by a space operations
vehicle is intrinsically different than inﬁltrating the country with a special
operations unit to deliver the same amount of conventional explosives.
The Second Law of Destruction: Prompt Global Strike
Finally, global perspective, presence, and response, combined with destructive potential affords the ability to deliver destructive effects anywhere
in the world, which deﬁnes the law of Prompt Global Strike. Be it orbiting
platforms with kinetic kill projectiles, so called “rods from god” systems,
space-based lasers, electromagnetic weapons, or space-transiting conventional munitions delivery systems (space planes and the Common Aero
Vehicle), the key attribute of offensive space power is the ability to destroy
terrestrial targets anywhere in the world on very short notice. Space strike
systems could strike strategic and tactical targets deep within countries
with impunity, inducing unprecedented coercive effects. Furthermore,
space forces can provide a global strike while avoiding the logistical footprint and force vulnerability of a forward presence (see ﬁg. 6).
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Summary
The prototype theory presented here is only one small step toward a comprehensive and applicable space power theory; hopefully, it is a signiﬁcant
one. Rather than simply extrapolating from existing theories of space and
other mediums, the attempt here was to build from ﬁrst principles a conceptualization of space power that deﬁnes, explains, and predicts. Obvious
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overlaps with preexisting theory tend to validate this formulation as well as
the ideas of my predecessors.
Unique, however, is the unifying principle of globalness, which connects
laws and rules of space power derived from the fundamental functions of
presence, perspective, response, and destructive potential. Figure 6 summarizes the results of this analysis. These laws and rules serve as a foundation
for a theory of space power.
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Conclusions
For the U.S. to sustain its superpower status it will become necessary not only to
show global awareness through space-based information, but also to project
power from space directly to the earth’s surface or to airborne targets with kinetic
or directed energy weapons.
—USAF Scientiﬁc Advisory Board
God and politicians willing, the United States can declare peace upon the world,
and win it.
—Ely Culbertson

War and peace coexist. Wars are fought to attain a better state of peace,
and respites are used to prepare for the next war so as to maintain and
extend that peace. There may come a day when war becomes truly obsolete, and peace is the universal condition of all peoples. Yet, Culbertson’s
hopeful admonition seems beyond the grasp of even a self-proclaimed benevolent, though dominant, nation. As long as human interests compete,
conﬂict remains inevitable. Conﬂict, in the absence of higher international
authority, results in war when nonviolent coercion fails.
The United States is uniquely poised as the sole superpower to shape
the nature of this not-so-anarchical world. However, the opportunity is
ﬂeeting. If the United States is to make the most of its power to truly make
the world a better place for all, it needs a truly global strategy—military,
economic, diplomatic, and informational. The unrivaled US military possesses global reach; yet, unrivaled power cannot be everywhere all of the
time. Its ability to control and inﬂuence events is practically limited. Moreover, an expeditionary mind-set pervades where task forces are gathered
to venture beyond borders when crises arise. This is a reactionary approach based on global reach, not globalism.
Globalness serves as the unifying principle for a basic theory of space
power that encompasses descriptive and predictive (though not prescriptive) laws, rules, and precepts. The theory was constructed by ﬁrst examining the role of space power within the construct of the power cone, a
depiction of national power from grand-strategic to tactical levels. This
model avers that space power is one form of the military instrument of
power—like air, land, sea, and information—employed at the operational
or campaign level. The object at this level is to control and exploit the medium of combat to accomplish military objectives.
Next, examination of the various forms of military power revealed the common functions of military power—presence, perspective, response, protection,
and destruction. All forms of military power accomplish military objectives
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through these functions. The distinctive manner in which they do so is based
on the characteristics of the medium. Comparing the forms of military power at
the operational level reveals the fundamental character of space power, which,
in turn, formed the basis of the theory. An obvious and inherent conclusion is
that space power is a unique form of military power. Therefore, space power
requires its own theory, and by extension, doctrine and tactics as well.
The previous chapter outlined a foundation for a theory based on these
fundamental characteristics. The unifying principle of globalness is derived
from these characteristics and links the various laws. The ﬁrst law of presence is that control of space is necessary, not only for the exploitation of
space, but also for the exploitation of the other realms as well. Under most
circumstances, space systems are most effectively managed under centralized control and centralized execution. The second law of presence states
that because space systems can exist and exert inﬂuence over all other mediums in a persistent global manner, they can exert presence everywhere all
of the time. A corollary is that orbital and ballistic space systems have predictable trajectories that provide both advantages and vulnerabilities. Among
the advantages is persistent global view, the ability to observe every point on
the Earth’s surface repeatedly, over time. The First Law of Responsiveness
states that space systems have the potential to provide instantaneous reaction. The Second Law of Responsiveness states that space systems have the
potential to provide full spectrum deterrence, or the ability to deter from the
lowest levels of conventional and unconventional warfare to the use of nuclear weapons. The Rule of Offense and Defense purports that space systems contribute equally to offense and defense. The Law of Destructive
Power states space systems have the same destructive potential as systems
employed in other mediums, all of which can employ matter, energy, and
information-based weapons. Finally, the Law of Prompt Global Strike deﬁnes the ability for space systems to strike targets anywhere on the Earth’s
surface or near-Earth space in a matter of minutes. While hardly comprehensive, the theory advances a theoretical construct for space power. The
question remains, How useful is this theory of globalness?

Applications
Global theory serves as the basis of a global strategy for a global era. As
threats multiply, disperse, and become asymmetric, the relevance of conventional military power diminishes. The enemy, quite often, is no longer
a military entity or a nation-state bent on traditional war. As Max Manwaring intones, “Other ‘non-traditional’ threats emanating from virtually a
thousand different political actors with a cause—and the will to conduct
asymmetrical warfare—are spreading havoc throughout the global community.”1 Granted, the state must maintain a conventional capability to
deter and defeat potential rivals and the occasional rogue. However, a reliance on large conventional forces, combined with an expeditionary mindset, will drain coffers, keep the world community in turmoil, and ultimately
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dampen political will. Globalism provides an alternative to address some
of today’s most pressing problems while preparing for the future.
The United States is already engaged in a global ﬁght against transnational
terrorist organizations. While hardly a purely military battle, it does involve
armed conﬂict against nations harboring terrorists, as well as military strikes
against terrorist organizations, like al-Qaeda. Contemporary writers argue
that coercing such amorphous and, in their minds, amoral actors is at best
difﬁcult.2 Certainly, space and information assets already contribute a great
deal. Imagine, however, a capability to deter terrorism by denying any capability to act: classic defense in support of deterrence. A truly global surveillance capability—largely based in space but also dependent on aerial, human, and information intelligence—that can detect, identify, locate, and track
illegal actors is the ﬁrst line of defense. Once it is clear that intentions are
hostile, precise preemptive strikes using space-based assets could eliminate
individuals, their assets, and ultimately their ability to act at all. Knowing
this, terrorists would be forced to resort to alternative and hopefully peaceful
and legal means to air their grievances. If they do not, prompt global strike
could quickly disable any credible functioning of their organizations.
As the Law of Full Spectrum Deterrence states, this coercive ability can
extend to the upper limits of conﬂict to deter rogue nations and potential
peer competitors from exercising nuclear options. Imagine the ability to
strike deep within the heart of a country at the ﬁrst signs of offensive posturing to destroy an ICBM before it is launched or a bomber en route to its
target. The possibility of a strategic or operational-level surprise attack would
be remote, and any strategy that relies on such attack would be worse than
useless. Even a robust capability of several hundred missiles could be targeted and destroyed using space-based weapons. In this way, an adversary
can be deterred from building weapons it knows are defeated a priori.
On a more practical level, global response also allows a benevolent nation to come to the aid of others who need military assistance (to quell internal unrest or prevent humanitarian tragedies, for example) without
having to deploy troops into harm’s way. Space-based systems that can
provide intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, navigation, and if necessary, ﬁre support to friendly governments moreover reduces the need to
station troops in a multiplicity of locations around the world. In time, this
would reduce reliance on conventional forces and budget outlays. Space
provides a less invasive commitment to help friendly governments ﬁght
their own battles. Such a strategy enhances the effect of global presence
without a large deployment of troops.

Final Thoughts
The application of space power’s globalness to deter and compel is pervasive. Globalness provides a theory for a global strategy in an age of global
threats. The United States, as the world’s dominant power, might not seek
global hegemony—but it may not have a choice. Today, no state makes in63
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ternational decisions without at least considering the US reaction. Whether
or not the United States wishes to take up the mantel of global leadership
may be moot. Dolman presents a compelling argument that the only realistic option for the United States is to use its dominant power for noble ends
“to create for ourselves and for all peoples of the world a safe and prosperous future.”3 Such a peaceful future can be enhanced to a great degree by
employing space power in a more comprehensive role. Space power has the
potential to one day become the dominant form of military power, just as
airpower rose to dominance by the early twenty-ﬁrst century. Other forms
of military power will undoubtedly continue to have signiﬁcance. An all-star
player on a basketball team can carry the bulk of the scoring or make the
buzzer-beating shot; however, the individual player cannot win the game
alone. Indeed, the synergistic effect of the combined arms approach is an
undeniable asset. As Colin Gray rightly observed, “No environment has been
retired militarily on grounds of general obsolescence or irrelevance.”4 Some
wars of the future will require a close-in ﬁght more suited for surface and
air forces. However, a nation choosing to fully embrace the globalness of
space power, to include weapons in and through space, will gain a competitive advantage over those mired in the past.
The theory outlined here offers an option for conceptualizing space power.
It is an option not only for the employment of space power, though indeed
that is the focus, but also an option for employing the military instruments of
power—air, land, sea, and space—in a manner commensurate with a truly
global strategy. Over time, space power may become the dominant form of
military power to control and inﬂuence the world. A bold and daunting concept it is, but military planners and government decision makers must seriously consider it if the United States is to continue as the preeminent world
power, one dedicated not toward war and conquest, but to lasting peace.

Notes
1. Max Manwaring, “The United States Security Policy in the Western Hemisphere: Why
Columbia, Why Now, and What Is to Be Done?” Small Wars and Insurgencies 12, no. 3 (Autumn 2001): 67–96. Also see David A. Baldwin, “Security Studies and the End of the Cold
War,” World Politics 48 (October 1995): 117–41.
2. Joseph Lepgold argues that trans-state organizations like terrorists and drug trafﬁckers
are very difﬁcult to deter because they have very different motivations than democratic governments. State sponsorship tends to enhance coercibility, since it provides coercers ﬁxed, known
targets. Legpold, “Hypothesis on Vulnerability: Are Terrorists and Drug Trafﬁckers Coerceable?” in Strategic Coercion: Concepts and Cases, ed. Lawrence Freedman (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 131–50. Blyman and Waxman discuss the difﬁculty the United States
faces in coercing lesser adversaries, particularly rogue nations and leaders in Daniel Byman
and Mathew Waxman, “Defeating US Coercion,” Survival 41, no. 2 (Summer 1999): 107–20.
3. Dolman, “Space Power and US Hegemony: Maintaining a Liberal World Order in the 21st
Century,” forthcoming in Space Weaponization, ed. John Logsdon, a Macarthur Foundation
publication. Dolman argues further that by seizing the initiative and securing low Earth orbit
now through space weaponization, the United States can maximize its era of hegemony.
4. Gray, Modern Strategy, 228 (see chap. 1, n. 1).
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Glossary
ABM

antiballistic missile

AFDD

Air Force Doctrine Document

AFSPC

Air Force Space Command

DSP

Defense Support Program

GPS

Global Positioning System

ICBM

intercontinental ballistic missile

ISR

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance

JDAM

Joint Direct Attack Munition

JP

joint publication

LEO

low Earth orbit

OODA

observe, orient, decide, act

OPCON

operational control

PGM

precision-guided munition

RAND

research and development

TACON

tactical control

UAV

unmanned aerial vehicle

USSPACECOM

United States Space Command
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